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We are dedicated to offering innovative and unique programs in education and the arts, all exploring the evolving diversity and
richness of Greek and Cypriot cultures. The non-profit organization seeks to generate new thinking about the arts and promote
cross-cultural dialogue through partnerships and new platforms of creation. The organization promotes international exchange of
practice and knowledge in the arts – visual and sound art, dance, architecture, theatre – research on the methods used in curatorial
and performing practices and investigation of points of intersection between the arts, science and the public sphere by means of
interventions, collective actions, educational programs and publications.
Greece in USA aims to collaborate and build long-lasting partnerships with leading institutions and individuals who actively engage
with Greece and its culture and to convey a comprehensive and distinctive representation of Greece and Cyprus by producing cultural and educational programs that encourage intercultural dialogue and enable cultural involvement.
Our principal goals are:
Greece in USA is a non-profit organization with a global

To shape and envision the image of contemporary Greece in the United States beyond existing stereotypes

reach that promotes knowledge of contemporary and

To recalibrate the assumed center of Greek national narratives to include those who have often been denied historical recognition.

ancient Greek Culture while fostering international cultural

To transform the way Greek histories are told and produce projects that reflect the vast, rich complexity of Greek culture.

cooperation, experimentation and social engagement.

To support Greek inspired cultural practices by welcoming and nurturing new ideas and influential perspectives

The organization’s extensive programming includes

To commission, produce and present contemporary Greek and Cypriot culture that grapple with many
of the pressing social and political issues of our time

commissioned artists’ and curators’ projects, residencies,
educational and ecological initiatives and the commitment

To foster Greek scholarship and cultural research within the American educational system

to cultivating a sensible culture of innovation and thought

To develop a transatlantic network for the exchange of culture and ideas

leadership.

To strengthen the development of structures in cultural policy & leadership, and foster worldwide mobility.

Greece in USA is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization registered in the State of New York,
tax-exempt ID no. 85-0828531. Contributions to Greece in USA are tax-deductible
to the fullest extent allowed by law.
Visit Greeceinusa.com								

Greece in USA’s launch is under the auspices
of the Greek Ministry of Culture.

Participating Artists: Akrithaki Chloe, Angelopoulos Elaine, Antonakis, Baboussis Manolis, Bellou Rania, Benchamma Abdelkader, Bozou Aggeliki, Cal-

bari Christina, Calligas Lizzie, Chioti Thalia, Chivers Mats, Christofilogiannis Dionisis, Dambassina Lydia, Dawne Kitslis SeeVa in collaboration with Suzy

Ismail Chambers, Dimitropoulou Martha, Foutris Dimitris, Gamil Mona, Georgoula Maria, Glinou Eleni, Golanda Nella, Goni Kyriaki, Haliori Efi, Hounta
Greece in USA launches the second iteration of its program for the internationalization of Greek Culture
in the USA. The group exhibition The Right to Breathe takes as a starting point the “shortness of breath”

Zoe, Kafouros Elias, Kamma Eleni, Kanakis Athanasios, Irini Karayannopoulou, Karyotaki Ismini, Kouzoupi Aspasia, Krasouli Karolina, Lane James M.,

derived from the experience of political pressure, social injustice, and economic austerity, exploring its
connection with poetics, live art, and embodied politics. The concerns driving the “I Can’t Breathe” debates
around race, discrimination, and violence have been left unconfronted for far too long. At the same time,

Marketou Jenny, Markopoulos Jannis, Martinou Eleanna, Meimaroglou Despina, Michalakakos Maro, Myrogianni Margarita, Alice Palaska, Papadimitriou

the countless social injustices, and the politics of disposability that the COVID-19 pandemic lays bare
expose the delusions of a post-racial society, as well as the deprivation of the universal right to breathe
(see Achille Mbembe). The topic of breathability that the exhibition identifies and aims to historicize also

Maria Panagiotidi Malvina, Papadopetrakis Euripides, Papamichali Tereza, Patsourakis Eftihis, Pavlopoulou Helene Pelias Anastasia, Penga Elena, Pittas

provides an insight into the ongoing revaluation of criminal justice reform.

Antonis, Plumi Tula, Sachini Nana, Sagri Georgia , George Sampsonidis, Sarra Katerina, Sexton Martin, Sgouromiti Christina, , Stratou Danae, Stylianidou

Vassiliea aka Franck-Lee Alli-Tis, Tsakiris Antonis, Varveropoulou Nana, Alexis Vasilikos, VASKOS (Vassilis Noulas & Kostas Tzimoulis), Ventourakis Niko-

las, Vereli Eugenia, Vlastaras Vassilis, Vorrias Panagiotis, Zacharopoulou Katerina, Zafeiropoulos Theodoros, Ziamou Lilia

The projects take place in the context of GREECE IN USA.
GREECE IN USA is a New York City-based organization that promotes Greek culture in the U.S. Founded by Dr.
Sozita Goudouna, GREECE IN USA is launched under the auspices of the Greek Ministry of Culture, with the
group exhibition The Right to Silence? on the reform of criminal justice. The first iteration is presented at John
Jay College of Criminal Justice (CUNY) until July 31, 2021, with the participation of 43 Greek and Cypriot artists,
while the second parallel program was launched in May 14, 2021, at Seneca Village and at undercurrent.nyc with
the group exhibition The Right to Breathe with the participation of 100 Greek artists.
Curation			
Production			
Production Associate
Greece in USA Associates

Dr. Sozita Goudouna
GREECE IN USA
Eva Kostopoulou
Odette Kouzou & Antigoni Papadopoulou

Partnering Non-Profit
				
				
				
Under the Auspices		

Out of the Box Intermedia was founded in 2008 in London and Athens and
produces projects with the support of the Ministry of Culture, the Ministry
of Tourism, the European Cultural Foundation, the British Council,
the French Institute, NEON Foundation and the Onassis Foundation.
Greek Ministry of Culture

Under the Aegis of				
the Hellenic Republic Ministry			
of Culture and Sports
			

Under the Aegis of
John Jay College
of Criminal Justice
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Artist:		

Akrithaki Chloe

Associated short story:
They’d get ready every morning without exchanging a word. Or a glance. And if one happened to touch the other out of clumsiness
in their little kitchen, they’d both pull back, like they’d had an electric shock; or like scared snails shrinking back into their shells.
They’d get their gabardines—his left to crease on the chair all night, so it wouldn’t end up hanging on the hook next to hers—and
head off separately to work.
They’d run out: of love for sure, but of anger too, and insults. And of hope that something could stick the shattered dream back
together. And the curtain always drawn; so strangers didn’t see their darkness.
And all without a sound.
She packed up her things and left one Sunday morning, as he was cleaning his two pipes at the table facing the window. That’s how
long it took to gather it all up. As much as would fit in three suitcases. The rest stayed there, in what she’d called her drawers. The
forty years, nicely folded, laid out in three checked cases.
He went back to cleaning his pipes in front of the closed curtain. Nothing bothered him now. Not even the stuff left behind. Except
that... every time he caught a glimpse of her gabardine gathering dust on the hook, only then would he feel his left hand—the good
one—go a bit numb. Like, even if just for that one fleeting moment, his heart knew some part of the system was dead.
Still, for better or for worse, he kept on leaving his own gabardine on the chair to crease.
And the curtain will always be drawn;
From the project PHOTOgraphies, a collaboration with the writer Vivian Avraamidou Ploumbis.
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DESCRIPTION

Title:		
The Curtain, 2020		
		Visual essay
		
Archival pigment print on Hahnemühle Fine Art Paper
		
Image size 75cmx50cm / paper size 85cmx60cm - Limited edition of 3+2AP

Chloe Akrithaki is a Greek visual artist based in Prague. Born in Berlin
in 1969 into an artistic family. Chloe spent her childhood between
Berlin and Athens. Upon graduation, she moved back to Berlin where
she studied media design with focus in photography. She has been
showcasing her work throughout various exhibitions in Europe. Since
2016 Chloe is also managing The Alexis Akrithakis Estate and has
curated exhibitions in Greece and abroad.

Artist:		

Angelopoulos Elaine

DESCRIPTION

Title:		
Looking Glass Lockdown Love in the Abyss, 2020		
		Visual essay
		
Archival pigment print on Hahnemühle Fine Art Paper
		
Image size 75cmx50cm / paper size 85cmx60cm - Limited edition of 3+2AP

Looking Glass Lockdown Love in the Abyss
The pandemic has taken so many lives under circumstances beyond our control. For many, lives are not the same. The lockdown for
me cannot be compared to incarceration, but more of an enforced augmentation of our lives. Many made dramatic changes, stories
that are polar opposite to others circumstances. We found ourselves keeping ourselves occupied and our tolerance for authority
was tested. Looking Glasses, spheres, rotations. With life comes death, 1 is followed by 2, lines go from A to B and at times to C and
to D. More complicated equations morph life, bend time and space, with lives, places and things within it. The pandemic with the
lockdown in a sense simulated this kind of hyperbolic reality. A series of photographs chronicle repeated patterns of the lockdown
of labor, self care, home improvement, inventory, and moments when one assembles and arranges out of the desire to convey what
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cannot always be said in words. Together we face the abyss and shifts of our reality forever changed.

Elaine Angelopoulos lives and works in New York City. She is an artist with an interdisciplinary approach that bridges her studio practice with audience
participation, with select installations and performances. Her work has been exhibited in New York, the United States, and in Europe. Angelopoulos received a
Franklin Furnace Fund/Jerome Fellowship in 2014/15. Recently, she performed for POPc, an organization that fosters dialogue about philosophy. Her work was
included in the following group exhibitions: Still Utopia: Islands an exhibition of Esquisite Corpse drawings, curated by Simonetta Moro, and Aga Ousseinov,
at Gallery MC and the Circolo Ricreativo Culturale, Venice, Italy; Inside, Outside, and Beyond, curated by Antonia Papatzanaki at the Greek Consulate in New
York; Body, curated by Katya Grokhovsky in the Art in Odd Places Performance Festival and Exhibition in New York City; Currents: “Abortion”, curated by
Barbara Zucker, at A.I.R. Gallery in Brooklyn, New York; Art on the Front Lines curated by Ronald Feldman, at Ronald Feldman Fine Arts in New York City; and
Utopia=Reality, in Labin/Istria, Croatia, curated by Lucrezia Domizio de Durini. Angelopoulos has been an advisor and participant in numerous art collectives.

Artist:		

Antonakis

Title:		
		

Baby Dolphin Trapped, 2019
oil on canvas, 80 x 100 cm
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Antonakis is a Greek artist working with painting, photography, video and ceramics to explore the notion of myth - how does one build a myth, how does it
survive in time and how does its meaning change. He extracts interior and psychological spaces from TV series and movies and uses them to create new spaces
through abstraction, distortion and a unique visual language referencing Greek modernism. He’s interested in observing what one absorbs without realizing,
what sort of images enter living rooms via the screen and how these are stored in the memory of the viewer and the collective consciousness. He does not want
to create exact depictions but models of remembrances that question how the passing of time changes the meaning of something proving that what was once
considered trashy can gain generation-defining status. It is not just time that has the power to do this but also Antonakis’ way of working: by taking what we
know is trashy and by elevating it to another level he fast-forwards the myth-making process enabling the viewer a glimpse into how future generations might
see current TV series and movies. By exploring what a myth is, he participates in the myth building process himself. He has presented his work in solo and group
exhibitions worldwide and worked as a curator for residency programs such as Snehta Residency. He curated a variety of group shows for platforms such as
RemapKM and Glasgow International and collaborated with Museums such as the Museum of Cycladic Art and the Museum of Contemporary Art of Crete. He is
also a contributor for magazines such as Flaneur and Sofa (Berlin). He lives and works in Athens.
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Manolis Baboussis, born in Athens, lives and works
in Athens and Kea island. He is a visual artist, poet,
photographer and architect. He studied architecture

Artist:		
Title:		

Baboussis Manolis

and restoration in Florence and Rome, the era of

Untitled, 2014, Chairs, cement blocks, 220x500x95 cm

instead of building it. His work focuses mainly on

radical architecture. His diploma thesis in architecture
proposed the demolition of a psychiatric hospital

DESCRIPTION

issues around institutions, incarceration, accumulation,

The work Untitled, comments on the solid and profound social relationships where communication is a plasmatic

confinement, loss and the preservation of nature.
He uses the mediums of photography as well as

process. He constructs a large-scale sculpture from cement blocks and a set of chairs. He blocks the space between

drawings, texts, video projections and installations.

the seated persons thus preventing any kind of social interaction that could hypothetically be developed. He

His first work Volterra, 1973, was presented at the time

comments : ‘’For this installation I placed two rows of chairs opposite each other. They touch, forming a corridor.

as a slide show, within the context of an installation,

They support a wall and build a meeting without foundations, they restrict access and vision. They don’t permit

while later the exhibition of its large-scale prints,

dialogue, work, communication.’’ Manolis Baboussis invites the viewer to think, feel and wonder about spaces that

composed a dense conceptual and plastic dialogue.

have to do with memory whether it is collective, individual, social or existential. However, the main concern of
Manolis Baboussis is the existence of confinement that dominates in his body of work. The wall of simple rough
building materials, as a notion and as part of a structural system is a wall, itself caged. Manolis Baboussis defines

Selection of solo and group shows include: National
Museum of Contemporary Art, Athens, Macedonian
Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki,
Benaki Museum, Athens, Centrο d’ Αrte Moderna e

communication as a cement wall rising upon the fragile legs of a wooden chair: an anti-monument of lack and

Contemporanea della Spezia. Works from the EMST

weakness, of inactivity and inadequacy, a monument of interrupted communication and freedom.

Collection, Documenta14, Fridericianum, Kassel,
National Art Museum of China, 7th Beijing Biennial of
Contemporary Art, Galleria Nazionale d’ Arte Moderna
e Contemporanea, Rome, Yeni Mosque parallel program
of Thessaloniki 6th Biennale, Thessaloniki, Museum of
Photography, Thessaloniki, New York Photofestival,
Central European House of Photography, Bratislava,
Alatza Imaret, Thessaloniki, Centre of Contemporary
Art Ileana Tounta, Athens, Romantso, Athens. His works
are in private and public collections. His monographs
and albums as well as his poetry have been published
by the EMST, the Benaki Museum, CAMeC and others.
www.manolisbaboussis.gr

Artist:		

Bellou Rania

DESCRIPTION

Title:		
State of Wonder, 2021
		Digital Printing on clear PVC
		
metal 250 x 90 x 90 cm, courtesy of the artist and Kalfayan Galleries

People wonder about things all the time, but it is not an experience of wonder than it is the act of questioning. Wondering is an open
space before knowing, prompting us to re-examine and revise our notions and beliefs. To wonder is also to wander, to stray from
society and its norms and constructs, to be alone, to be free.
A keen observer of human nature, Bellou’s artistic research throughout her career is based on the Proustian model of subjective
memory as a recreation of the past, compelling a reflective return to personal memories. A return that is only possible through a ‘free’
journey among blurred and vague mental images with the act of imagination, hints at places now erased by our mapping memory
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process. Realizing the fragility of memory and its permeability with imagination and ingenuity, Bellou offers a synthetic world created
Rania Bellou (b. 1982, Thessaloniki, Greece) lives and works in Athens. With pencil drawing as her main medium, Bellou’s work relies on the combination of
graphite, photography and collage, all of which are delivered to a continuous process of transformation. She holds an MA from Central Saint Martins College

by perforated, fragmented and interconnected, layered digital images that reveal the various temporal-cultural levels like the lines of

of Art and Design, University of the Arts, London; and an undergraduate degree from the School of Visual and Applied Arts of the Aristotle University of

a palimpsest. The State of Wonder,2021 invokes silence. Bellou tries in a state of wonder, to capture the visual representation of the

Thessaloniki. She has received an Onassis Foundation scholarship and a Stavros Niarchos Foundation fellowship. Bellou has held solo and group exhibitions

voices of the invisible, their multiple narratives. Using archival images of the voiceless and often forgotten people, she aims to create

internationally and in recent years her work has been exhibited at: the Athens Concert Hall (2019); the National Art Museum of China in Beijing (2017); the Vorres

a dialogue between the spectator and the history of the monument, thus turning the latter into a witness of a confrontation of the

Museum in Athens (2017); the Athens Concert Hall (2017); the Ioanian Parliament in Corfu (2017); the Moscow Museum of Modern Art (2016); the State Museum of
Contemporary Art in Thessaloniki (2016); the Contemporary Greek Art Institute ISET in Athens (2016); the ArtCurial auction house in Paris (2017); and the National

present and the past. Versatile and flexible, a modular structure associated with its rapid assembly, made of metal and a digital print

Museum of Contemporary Art (EMST) in Athens (2013). She participated in III Moscow Biennale for Young Artists (2012).

on a clear PVC, takes the form of a column, a monumental relic, an installation both ethereal and compact. A living, volatile work that

Rania Bellou is represented by Kalfayan Galleries, Athens & Thessaloniki. www.raniabellou.com

creates and composes a palpable narrative incorporating history through its many micro-stories.

Title:		

E
 ngramme (Des cieux et des anges), 2020, Ink on paper, 84 7/8 × 63 × in.,
Courtesy of the artist and Galerie Templon, Paris

DESCRIPTION

Benchamma Abdelkader
Abdelkader Benchamma examined neurophysiological research on the engram, a biological trace of memories in

ΒΙΟ

Artist:		

Born in 1975 in Mazamet (France), Abdelkader Benchamma lives and works in Paris and Montpellier. Benchamma chooses to work in a sole medium: drawings. He

the brain. From the celestial to terrestrial, mental recollections to the materiality of marble, Abdelkader Benchamma
conjures apparitions, symbols, forbidden representations and unconscious visions in an exploration of two
questions: how is humanity programmed to understand images? What is belief in today’s world?

adopts different approaches to the drawing process, sometimes moving across a sheet of paper with the meticulous strokes of an engraver, sometimes spreading
over a wall with lavish gestures that appropriate the space. The matter escapes from the frame in a form of organic growth. Inspired by literature, philosophy,
astrophysics and esoteric reflections, his works create visual scenarios. Through the recurring medium of black and white murals, chosen for their simplicity and
graphic power, Abdelkader Benchamma has developed a language which causes viewers to doubt their perception of reality, immersing them in unstable and
dynamic universes. From enveloping moving matter at the New York Drawing Center (2015-2016) to a cave animated by a furious circular vortex for the Sharjah
Biennale (2017), a fossilised Big Bang covering the floor of the Collège des Bernadins, Paris (2018), and a rocky and ghosty landscape at The Pola Museum of Art,
Hakone (2019), his somewhat metaphysical installations question our relationship with the intangible, the infinite, the invisible.

DESCRIPTION

Artist:		
Title:		

Bozou Aggeliki

m_for mouths, 2021

video, 16:9, 02:19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6uGMziOoo4
Amidst the lockdown in Greece, an early morning improvisation, without an audience. A scanner on silent mode
captures 26 self-portraits – one for each letter of the alphabet. The face comes into contact with the surface of
the scanner creating a violent choreography, distorting the features and freezing time – while our lives come
to a standstill under the repression of the state, the financial deprivation and the violation of our bodies and
souls. Oppression in modern society always emanates from the same figures – those hiding behind the shroud of
democracy.
Silence is not always golden, nor is it an admission of complicity. On the contrary, for most victims, silence is the
result of shock. So, the speechlessness of the mouths in the video clip is a loud assertion. Tracing a thread from
the silent mouths, the internal cries, and the silence enforced by the state authorities, the video – in line with
psychoanalysts like Jacques Lacan – demonstrates that silence is vocal and does express thoughts and feelings.
For victims of abuse, silence often becomes a refuge and a defensive mechanism, just as it was the case for all
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those victims of sexual abuse who stayed silent for years or decades, before coming forward with their testimonies,
Aggeliki Bozou was born in Athens in 1982. She graduated from the Master of Fine Arts (2016) and Athens School of Fine Arts (2011). She has studied graphic
design and theatre. In 2011 she won the first prize of the Jannis and Zoe Spyropoulos Foundation and in 2019 was awarded by ARTWORKS and is a fellow of the

triggering the #metoo movement. For such victims, silence is the result of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
but is usually misinterpreted and misrepresented. A similar state of victimhood and silence has been the collective

SNF Artist Fellowship Program. With improvisation as a starting point she creates vivid visual actions and videos in the presence of spectators as well as rapid

response of our societies, which have been paralysed and subdued by shock and fear. State authorities have been

images capturing the moment. Experimenting with the idea of randomness, she tries to configure mental images and construct paper mechanisms that can

imposing silence hoping to prevent mass reaction and resistance. They are trying to keep people dormant, trapped

produce rudimentary movements. She is a founding member of the experimental music band «The Crabs of Horror» which presents improvised actions, probing
how affecting slightly a given structure could be the key element for the creation of a whole project. Her work has been shown in Greece and abroad: Family
Business Gallery (New York), Netting the Work Berlin (Germany), Cairo Video Festival (Egypt), Dirty Linen-Family Business Handmade Benaki Museum, Vorres
Museum, Onassis Cultural Centre, Athens Biennale, Museum of the History of the Greek Costume of the Lykeion ton Ellinidon, Municipal Theatre of Piraeus etc.
https://www.aggelikibozou.com

in an artificial dreaming state where your subconscious covers up shocking memories in order to shield you from
traumatic experiences. However, societies do not dream.
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Christina Calbari studied Painting at the School of
Fine Arts in Athens, Photography & Painting at the
Universitat der Kunste Berlin and Digital Arts (MA)

Artist:		

Calbari Christina

at the Athens School of Fine Arts. She has presented
her work at 9 solo exhibitions in Greece and abroad
(Francoise Heitsch Gallery, Munich / Joey Ramone
Gallery, Rotterdam / Batagianni Gallery, Athens /

Title:		‘The Ruler’, From the series ‘Short Stories of Entrapment’, 2002
Color Lambda print, 70x50cm, courtesy: the artist and Thessaloniki Museum of Photography

ArtCore Gallery, Bari, Italy etc.) and in numeral Greek
and international group exhibitions and museums

DESCRIPTION

(7th Beijing Biennial China, ΙV Florence Biennale of

Psychological confinement has always been the subject matter of my work. In this piece, which is part of the

Contemporary Art, 2nd Thessaloniki Biennial, Art

photographic series “Short Stories of Entrapment”, I place myself in a small constructed isolation room, where I

Rotterdam, Neuer Berliner Kunstverein, RamFoundation

coexist with an object that acts like a trapping tool, causing me suffocation because of my helplessness to escape.

Rotterdam, Benaki Museum Athens, Macedonian
Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki

My restrained self is faced with a paradoxical condition, in which I have probably been left trapped without realizing

Museum of Photography, etc). In 2001 she received

it. As Hercules Papaioannou – curator of the Thessaloniki Photography Museum - writes: “In this series, Calbari

the 1st Photography Award at the 4th Biennial of

approaches the concept of the inner wound. She poses as characters that are tentatively a different but very real
area of the unseen: the continually growing phenomenon of the psychological phobia. Her symbolic situations are

Contemporary Art in Florence. She has obtained art
grants from the Greek Ministry of Culture (2020), the
Biehler von Dorrer Foundation, Munich (2018) and the

staged in claustrophobic spaces which evoke the portraits by the American Irving Penn from the 1950’s, when he set

IKY Foundation Greece (1997). She also works as a

up famous recess in his studio. The compositions are austere, usually employing familiar objects which remind us of

stage and costume designer for theatre productions

organized social institutions like the family or education, or social rituals such as marriage; they function as symbols-

and for collaborative art projects (Karolos Koun Art
Theatre, Stegi/Onassis Foundation, Athens Epidaurus

vehicles of entrapment. Other works in the series explore the indefinite number of subjective causes which may

Festival, Herodion Ancient Theater of Athens etc.)

lead to mental dysfunction of varying degrees of severity. The relatively close range of the photographs introduces

www.calbari.com

an element of tension, while Calbari skillfully conceals her face, offering the spectator a body without identity,
apparently trying to hide within herself, refusing to face the sources of friction inherent in existence, while at the
same time attempting generalization through meaning. As in previous works by the artist, here too the body is used
in a kind of performance, carried out before the lens and suggesting the lack of inner space, of mental or spiritual
peace – a social condition with which we are now all obliged to come to terms. Calbari makes us spectators who
can view these inner states from a position of safety, yet who cannot intervene – for the protagonist is, symbolically,
trapped beneath the surface of the photographic representation.”

Artist:		

Calligas Lizzie

DESCRIPTION

The photograph was taken at the National Archeological Museum, in Athens, some years ago.

ΒΙΟ

Title:		
CAPTIVITY AND LIGHT 2021
		photograph-40x30 cm.2021

Lizzie Calligas, was born in Athens, 1943. Studied in the School of Fine Arts, Athens, 1975-80 and New York Studio School, N.Y, USA 2000.

The captivated and distorted arm of the ancient sculpture, radiates all the beauty of a woman’s flesh, under the
condition of captivity and decay. For me it is the power of life and art, under all conditions.

She works with different media, including: drawing, painting, photography, video, collage, etc., as well site-specific installations. She has
participated in various exhibitions in Greece and other countries. She was awarded the “Golden Pharos” at the Biennale of Alexandria, Egypt,
2005 for her works “Swimmers” (photography). National representation. Her work is included in 5 Museums in Greece and private collections.
Lives and works on the island of Spetses, Greece.
Info: http://lizziecalligas.blogspot.com/

https://www.lizziecalligas.com/

Artist:		

Chioti Thalia

Title:		

Die Traumdeutung, 2011

ΒΙΟ

		Video projection on book, 1 min 30 sec ( loop), colour, no sound https://vimeo.com/515855746

Thalia Chioti ( born in Patras ) lives and works in Athens. She studied at the Athens School of Fine Arts under professor N. Kessanlis (1988-1993). Ιn 1994 she was
awarded the Yannis and Zoe Spyropoulos Foundation prize. She also received a fellowship from the State Scholarships Foundation in 1996 and received an MA in
digital arts at ASFA in 2011.
Early 90s was a turning point for her artistic practice, proceeding to the usage of weaving, knitting and sewing” traditionally seen as women’s work” as her
primary mediums and served as an indirect commentary on the “art of gender” and the conceptually matriarchal management of time and memory.She created
paradoxical forms of clothing, as well as soft sculpture objects, using loose materials such as yarn, wool, textile and also other non-raw materials such as magnetic audio tapes and bibliographic text pages. Her work includes drawings, photos and video projections.
She has participated in various group shows (selection):”Performances” Art-Athina online (2020), “Noise and Fury” Sarajevo Winter Festival, Academy of Fine
Arts (2019), “Lands of Creation” Averoff Art Gallery, Metsovo (2019),”[un]known destinations: reconnection – a second chance” Zarifi residence in Kypseli (2019),
“Acropolis at the Bottom” Nikos Kessanlis Hall, Αthens (2018),”The Memory of the Revolution - Contemporary Greek Artists” ASFA, Athens (2018),”Matter as a
narrative” CAMP, Athens (2013),”RE-Culture 2”- International Visual Art Festival, Patras (2013),”9 MUSES, I presume? Videocreación”, La Casa Escendida, Μadrid
(2004), “The sneeze 80 x 80 < a featured film” Gallery Gazonrouge (2003), “Singer” (solo exhibition) ARTIO Gallery (2003),”Free transit?” Production of the Greek
Presidency,Zappeion Hall (2003), “Dialogue” Festival of Merida, Facultad de Bellas Artes, Madrid (2001), “The artists of G.Spyropoulos Museum” Foundation of
the Hellenic World, Athens (2000), Art- Athina 2000 ARTIO Gallery / “Auto-Reverse” (solo exhibition) ARTIO Gallery (1999), “Greek Realities” Kunsthallen Brandts
Kleiderfabrik, Odense & Galerie im Marstall, Βerlin ( 1996-7), “42eme Salon de Montrouge” (1997), “Gestures” ( solo ) ARTIO Gallery, Αthens (1996), “Biennale of
Young Artists” Rijeka (1995), “VII Biennial of Young Artists from Europe and the Mediterranean”, Lisboa (1994), “II Biennale del Sud” Accademia di Belle Arti di
Napoli, Palacio de Velasquez, Μadrid & Académie royale des Beaux Arts, Brussel (1993).

Artist:		

Chivers Mats

Title:		

Where Do I End and You Begin (Reflection), 2021, carbon on Somerset paper, 1.56 m H x 1.22 m W

DESCRIPTION

Silent retreat is a common and fundamental rite-of-passage in many indigenous cultures and spiritual traditions globally but is a
rare experience in westernised mainstream society, where a constant state of super-connectivity is the norm for the majority of
the population. Billions of people worldwide have been forced into involuntary retreat by the emergence of the Covid-19 virus and
the consequent enforced lockdowns put in place to limit the spread of the disease over the past year. At the height of another
lockdown I’ve drawn my reflection in a palm-size handheld mirror that only allows me to see a fragment of myself at a time. To
make the drawing I’ve had to reassemble the image of myself on the paper. I’ve drawn myself with my eyes closed to allude to
the way in which we have been driven inside, literally and metaphorically. This moment begs the question: what will the long-term
psychological and emotional effects on individuals, communities and human society be? This image is part of an ongoing body of
drawings collectively titled Where Do I End and You Begin that have been made using both my left and right hand to allude to my

ΒΙΟ

aspiration for balance in my relationship with myself, other humans and non-humans alike.

Mat Chivers was born in Bristol, UK in 1973 and studied sculpture at The Nottingham Trent University, UK and Escuela de Belles Arte, Barcelona, Spain from
1993-96. An extended period of travel followed, where he trained in sustainable farming and building practices in Europe, culminating in a solo journey overland
to India where he spent time living in the Himalayas. He returned to the UK in 1999 and established a studio in the south west of England. He lives between
southwest Devon, UK and Montréal, Canada. Chivers work looks at some of the fundamental phenomena that drive our thoughts and actions. He explores ideas
relating to perception, cognition, evolutionary process, ecology and ethics by bringing traditional analogue approaches to making, into counterpoint with
contemporary digital technologies. Chivers has works in private and public collections including Oxford University Mathematical Institute, UK and Fondazione
Henraux, Italy. Solo exhibitions include Migrations at Arsenal Art Contemporain Montréal, Canada and Musée d’art de Joliette, Canada; Harmonic Distortion at PM/
AM, London, UK and Altered States at Hallmark House, Johannesburg, South Africa. Group exhibitions include The New States of Being at Centre d’Exposition de
l’Université de Montréal, Canada; A Place In Time at Nirox, Johannesburg, South Africa; Between Night and Day and Day and the Night, Kappatos Gallery, Athens,
Greece; Glasstress: White Light/White Heat at Pallazzo Cavalli Franchetti for the 55th Venice Biennale, Italy and The Knowledge at The Gervasuti Foundation for
the 54th Venice Biennale, Italy.

ΒΙΟ

Dionisis Christofilogiannis (b. 1973, Greece)
lives and works in Athens. Christofilogiannis has
exhibited internationally in distinguished museums

Artist:		

Christofilogiannis Dionisis

and institutions including National Museum of
Contemporary Art Athens (2020), Biennale 6
Thessaloniki (2017), State Museum of Contemporary
Art of Thessaloniki (2019), Museo of Contemporary arts

Title:		‘Strict Freedom’ (series), 2017, lambda print, 50x75cm, (photo by Pantelis Vitaliotis
Magneto) ©️ Dionisis Christofilogiannis

Iberoamericano (2016), Muzeul de Artă Cluj-Napoca
(2020), Nakagawa Gallery Tokyo (2012), Hydra School

DESCRIPTION

Projects (2014), Luciano Benetton Collection (2018),

Certainly, the restriction of creativity, of ideas, is not new. The personal quiet restrictions are like a ceremony of

Kunsthalle, Athens (2013), Celeste Prize, New York

our own selves. It is a deep concentration on how we emotionally and physically follow a strict path. Wearing his

(2010), Benaki Museum, Athens (2016), TINA-B, Prague

own felt sculpture full of holes as his symbol does not only refer to his personal ritual, but is also charged with the

(2010), Contemporary Museum of Naples (2009).
Dionisis’ artistic approach deals with a dialogue

anthropological history of this object. In cultural history we find holes to be a recurrent tool in ancient sculptures

between different types of art. His works dominate the

and architectural sites interpreted as a symbol of perfection, immortality, nobility, magic and constancy. But also,

architectural element and geometrical forms where

holes have been used in rituals and ancient theater where the mouth-holes of the mask were large, so the voices
were amplified.

simplicity, purity, and abstraction come together
with beautification and lyricism. He comments on the
contemporary social, economic and political disorder
where the right to housing, a fundamental human
right, is placed under constant questioning. He is
the founder of the active artist run space52 and the
magazine “one after another” in Athens. Space52 is
an Athens-based nonprofit hosting an annual program
of exhibitions, publications, and resident practitioners
that aim to expand critically engaged dialogues
around contemporary art practice in Greece. Space52
was founded in 2017 by Dionisis Christofilogiannis, a
multidisciplinary artist based in Athens and a Professor
of Fine Art at the American College of Greece. Recent
exhibitions include EMST - National Museum of
Contemporary Art Greece, MOMus Thessaloniki, and
Biennale 6: Thessaloniki.

GR ( 2008). In present tense National Museum of Contemporary

She is represented by the Ileana Tounta Art Center in Athens and

Art, Athens, GR (2008). Traversée d’Art Château de Saint-Ouen, FR

exhibits her work regularly in France,Greece and internationally.

(2008). Drawing screen Museum of cinema,Thessaloniki, GR (2008).

Selected exhibitions include : Les corps purs Centre d’Arts

What Remains is Future Old Arsakeion School, Cultural Capital of

d’Aubervilliers, FR (2021 )Poudres de forêt,Direction de la culture

Europe, Patras, GR (2008).

du Département St.Denis, Parc forestier de la poudrerie FR (2021).

Selected publications : Interpide amour, drawings for the Katherine

Mauvais oeil FRAC Auvergne, FR (2020). Quarantine exhibition

Mansfield’s novel. Chemin de fer editions, Paris,FR (2020). Les

Space52, Athens, GR (2020). Open letters The laboratory for the

Artist:		

Dambassina Lydia

escaliers sont en papier catalogue, editions Friville, Paris,FR (2016)

Title:		

Untitled, 2005 - 2021

Urban Commons, Athens, GR (2020). At the surface the was still

Semaine no 363 Revue pour l’art contemporaine (2014) Agora, 4th

		Staged photography, lambda c print, mounted on aluminium, 170 x 125 cm

forming Tinos Festival,Tinos, GR (2019). See if you can fit it on the

Athens Biennale, Guidebook (2013) .The Drawer Vertigo, Volume

paper Gallery UFAP, Athens, GR (2017).The day when his shadow

3, Paris, FR (2012) Le Salon Revue du Centre de recherche I.D.E.

was perhaps at it’s darkest Ileana Tounta Contemporary Art Center,

Ecole supérieure d’Art de Lorraine, FR (2012) Polyglossia, Onassis

Athens, GR (2016). Kenophobia, Can gallery, Athens, GR (2015). A

Cultural Center, catalogue, Athens, GR (2011). Visionaire special

Corps perdus, Galerie de l’artothèque de Vitré, FR (2015). Figures

edition 2010, New York,NY(2010) In present tense National Museum

et paysages Domaine de Kerguhennec, Brittany,FR (2014 ). French

of Contemporary Art, catalogue, Athens,GR (2008) C’est pas

Paradox, Storefront Ten Eyck Gallery, New York, NY (2014). Agora

angoissant artist‘s book, Nieves editions, Zurich,CH ( 2009) Flash

4th Athens Biennial, Athens, GR (2013). Bound for Tinos Tinos

Art International Focus Greece, issue 256 (2007).

Cultural Center, GR (2013). Le corps, les songes Dix 291 Gallery,Paris,

Selected Residencies, scholarships :Residency 777 Château de

FR (2013). Le leurre du seuil Moments artistiques, Paris, FR (2012)

Kerpaul, Loctudy, Britanny ,FR (2012) .Prix Charles Oulmont.

777-6 Residency and exhibition, Château de Kerpaul, Brittany,

Fondation de France (1997) .Residency , Cité internationale des

FR (2012). Polyglossia Onassis Cultural Center, Athens,GR (2011).

Arts,Paris,FR (1996-1998).

Incarnations Le19 Contemporary Art Center, Montbéliard, FR

Publics collections : Fonds d’art municipal de Pantin,FR.

(2011). Les quotidiens, figures de l’humain Ecole d’art Gérard Jacot,

Artothèque de Limousin, FR. Arthothèque de Vitré, Britany, FR.

Belfort, FR (2011). Remap 3 2nd Athens Biennial – off exhibition,

FRAC Auvergne,FR. Département d’art contemporain de la Seine

Athens,GR(2011). Drawing stories 50-1 Gallery, Limassol, CYP (2010).

St.Denis,FR.

Piétinés comme du raisin regonflés par le destin Pavillon, Pantin, FR

https://katerina-christidi.blogspot.com

(2010) And now ? State Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki,

https://www.instagram.com/katerinachristidi

GR (2009) Transexperiences 798 Art Center, Beijing, CHN (2009)
.Charcoal Overload Ileana Tounta Contemporary Art Center, Athens,

DESCRIPTION

ΒΙΟ

Katerina Christidi is a greek artist who lives and works in Paris.

The confinement due to external or internal factors has always been at the center of my work and I think my studies
in Psychopathology contribute to this. In a systematic way, combining the elements of personal involvement, firm
beliefs and vital questionings, Lydia Dambassina transforms the experiential images into an evocative entity, which
allows a dialectic relationship between the work and the viewer, while at the same time going beyond the level of a
simple artist’s statement of intent. Consciously ethical in her work, Dambassina approaches and examines the contradictions and complexities of a fragmented world that has lost its points of reference and cohesion; she depicts
her vital relationship with it, she confesses her frustrated attempts and traumatic experiences, on both a personal
and a collective level. At the same time, she urges the audience to become involved in critical self-reflection, she
expresses the readiness and the stance, the resistance and active intervention of the contemporary artist with regard to the problems of his time, she comments on the antinomies, divisions and dysfunctions of the human existence and condition, she makes references to the various aspects and manifestations of the crisis – economic, social,
political, cultural, ideological, ethical.

ΒΙΟ

Lydia Dambassina, born in Thessaloniki, lives and works in Paris, Athens and Kea island. Education: Fine Arts School and Psychopathology
studies (Grenoble); She works with different mediums in painting, sculpture, video, staged photography, installations and artist editions. Lydia
Dambassina has been involved for many years in combining humanist values, the fight against economical inequalities and the preservation
of nature.

Her work has been featured at Biennales including the 1st Biennale of Thessaloniki, the 2nd Biennale of Athens, the Biennials of Marrakech,
Istanbul and Athens in Palermo, MuseoRiso and Fondazione Puglisi Cosentino, Catania, the Biennale4, State Museum of Contemporary Art,
Thessaloniki, Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art, Yeni Cami, parallel program of Thessaloniki 6th Biennale. Selection of solo and group
shows include: Nuit Blanche at the church of Saint Eustache, Paris, Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki, Jewish Museum of
Greece, Athens, State Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki, Museum Alex Mylonas, Athens, Municipal Pinacothèque, Athens, Collegium
Artisticum, Sarajevo, State Museum of Contemporary Art – Contemporary Art Center, Thessaloniki, Museum Manege, Saint Petersbourg, National
Museum of Contemporary Art, Athens, Municipal Gallery of Mythimna, Lesvos, Museum Katsigra, Larissa, a touring exhibition, Katsigra’s Museum
and Fine Arts School, Athens, Museum of the Winds, Athens, Gounaropoulos Museum, Athens. Her work has been shown in galleries including:
Koroneou Gallery, Athens, Zita-Mi Gallery, Thessaloniki, The Breeder Gallery, Athens, Kuad gallery, Istanbul, Zoumboulakis Galleries, Athens,
Murat Centoventidue Arte Contemporanea, Bari. www.lydiadambassina.com

Artist:		

Dawne Kitslis SeeVa in collaboration with Suzy Ismail Chambers

Title:		

Not by Might nor by Power, You Can Never Slam a Revolving Door Shut (2020)

DESCRIPTION

“[Prison] relieves us of the responsibility of seriously engaging with the problems of our society, especially those
produced by racism and, increasingly, global capitalism.” -Angela Davis. What is clear is that it is impossible to
speak about the American criminal justice system without recognizing its disproportionate effects on Black, Latinx,
and Indigenous communities. In politics the revolving door theory has always denoted the idea that one person is
leaving just as another is entering, or more aptly it denotes the pollution of the political process by the intermingling
and exchange of public and private sector employees. Here the revolving door stands for something inescapable.
If you are lucky enough to remain on the outside, many people face the mechanism of probation, which has proven
to be just another form of prolonged correctional control that puts unattainable fees, quotas, and mandated
reporting on the supervised to remain in compliance. Black, Latinx, and Indigenous people are more likely to return
to prison because of small infractions during probation. A report by Human Rights Watch shows that in places
like Wisconsin, “the proportion of Native Americans sanctioned for violations is seven times higher than their
proportion of the state population; for Black people, it is four times their proportion of the population.”. It is no
coincidence that it feels like mere chance that some remain on the right side, “on the outside” while others remain
caught in a flawed supervision system that offers little or no meaningful solutions to the underlying problems
of capitalism, such as poverty and health access. A revolving door can also be a vacuum where voices are not
heard. The quote by Angela Davis suggests that we must reevaluate our position to the structures that uphold this
of unknowing to being known.
Rendering by Kirill Lynkovsky
The full report on Probation and Parole from Human Rights Watch can be found at:

ΒΙΟ

inherently dehumanizing system. The revolving door is proposed as a gateway for further action; from the one side
SeeVa Dawne Kitslis is a multidisciplinary artist born in Austin Texas. SeeVa currently lives and works between Athens and Lesvos Greece. Their practice is
dynamic, encompassing performance, writing, site-specific theater, spatial installation, video, and cyanotype. Past residencies and exhibitions include the Athens
Festival of Queer Performance (2019), Black Mountain School of the Alternative (2020), The Broad Stage Gallery (2020), Mattole Valley Community Art Center
(2017), and Big White Mykonos (2018). They believe that creating art is a way to address the lack of empathy and disparities that exist in the world. Their work

https://www.hrw.org/report/2020/07/31/revoked/how-probation-and-parole-feed-mass-incarceration-united-states#

incorporates ethnographic research methods to evidence the vastly divergent realities that can exist in a single space as well as utilizes somatic practices of

Join Black and Pink’s Penpal Program for incarcerated LQBTQI folks: https://blackandpinkpenpals.org

investigation. www.seevadawne.com
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Martha Dimitropoulou was born in Athens, Greece, 1972. She earned a B.F.A in 1997
from Athens School of Fine Arts, Greece. She continued her studies in London with
a scholarship provided by the Board of State Scholarships Foundation. There she
earned an M.F.A from RCA and a PD in Fine Arts from UeL. In December 2013 she
has had her second solo exhibition at Ileana Tounta Gallery, Athens, Greece.
Her work has been exhibited in group shows such as: 2021, The Green Path, Museum of Fishery & Shipbuilding of Fishery Boats in Perama featuring.Mr Robinson
Crusoe stayed home.Adventures of design in times of crisis, Benaki Museum. 2020,

Artist:		

Dimitropoulou Martha

Title:		
		

Life, 2019
Pine needles, 25x22x17cm

All Together Now, Ileana Tounta Gallery, Athens, Greece.1st MOMAFAD / Museum of
Modern Art for a day. Location: East Terminal of the Ellinikon International Airport.
2019 “Garden Variations”, The Symptom Projects #9,Old Hospital, Gardens and
Private Courtyards, Amfissa, Greece2018, “Forthcoming”, Space 52, Athens, Greece.
“Back to basics: UncannyII”, Enia Gallery, Athens, Greece. 2017, “Integral I’’, Ileana
Tounta Contemporary Art Center, Athens, Greece. 2016, Devalue | Value | Surplus
Value. Between “work” and “art”, ISET, Athens, Greece ~ “Paradise», Piree, Piraeus,
Greece ~ “Birth of coexistence”, Hellenic American Union, Athens, Greece ~ 2011,
‘’Epitopou’’, Andros, Greece ~ ‘’Mimicry’’, Costa Navarino, Pylos, Greece ~ 2014,

DESCRIPTION

“Uber-Bodies”, Hydra School Project, Hydra, Greece ~ ” Epiopou” , Andros, Greece ~

Martha Dimitropoulou likes handling natural materials in her work. There are times when, with the passing of time,

“Mimicry’’, Costa Navarino Engaging Art, Messinia, Greece ~ “Buffet’’, Martinos Fine

their decay is integrated in the development of her creations and there are others when, as is the case now, she tries

Art Gallery, Athens, Greece. 2013, “During the eclipses art mates”,CAMP, Athens,

to prevent their natural progress towards wear and non-existence.

Greece ~ “Zoo”, Martinos, Athens, Greece ~ “Aegeanale”, Myconos, Greece. 2012,
“Amnesia”, Elika Gallery, Athens, Greece ~ 2011, “Like a W(edge)”, ReMap KM Pro-

The skull is a symbol of death.Yet, she has chosen to give this work of hers the title “Life” as a reference to the Life-

ject, Metaxourgio, Athens, Greece ~ 2009,“Crystal Structure”, ReMap KM2 Project,

Death bipole.

Metaxourgio, Athens, Greece ~ 2008,“TheIsland”, CosmoPolitismos, Athens, Greece~

She processes and composes this, in reality, lifeless material - the pine needles- as if she is trying to breathe a kind

2007, “Atropa Vanitas”, CosmoPolitismos, Athens, Greece ~ “Unfair”, Hotel Impe-

of life into them, representing nevertheless a monument of death.The call of Nature acts tautologically; the material
and the process are not composed of different worlds but coexist in a single ecosystem.

rial, Athens, Greece ~ 2005, “Io non parlo italiano”, ex Convitto Palmieri, piazzetta
Carducci, Lecce, Italy ~ “Art Show”, Zina Athanasiadou Gallery, Thessaloniki, Greece
~ “Photosynkyria”, Mysterious and Miracles, Thessaloniki Museum of Photography,
Thessaloniki, Greece ~ “Manderley”, Hotel Astoria, Thessaloniki, Greece ~2004“Athens: Metropolis by accident?”, Center of Contemporary Art Giorgio de Chirico, Volos, Greece ~ “Athens: Metropolis by accident?”, Bios, Athens, Greece ~ “Domestic
Alien”, Ileana Tounta Contemporary Art Center, Athens, Greece ~ 2003,“Brave New
World”, Ileana Tounta Contemporary Art Center, Athens, Greece ~ “Bureaucracy”,
Ministry of interior, Athens, Greece ~ “Sculpture you love”, Lab art projects, Athens,
Greece ~ 2002 “Arkadia in the City”, Marble Hill House, Richmond, London, United
Kingdom ~ “Strand”, Strand underground station, London, United Kingdom.

working with various media ranging from Installations, Painting,
Drawing, Sculpture, Video, Poetry and Sound works. He holds a BA
in Painting from the Aristotelian University Of Thessaloniki, Greece,
an MA in Painting and a Professional Doctorate In Fine Arts from The
University Of East London, UK with the support of the State Scholarships Foundation (IKY) from Greece.
In 2005 he was nominated for the DESTE Prize.
He was one of the founding members and artistic directors of www.
artwaveradio.net a project implemented by the Athens Biennial, and
alongside its regular broadcasting schedule, also covered the events
and activities of the 1st Athens Biennial 2007 exhibition Destroy Athens. For nearly twenty years he has worked occasionally as a byzantine mural painter in Greece. In November 2020 he received a grant
From The Ministry Of Culture to carry out substantial research related

Artist:		

Foutris Dimitris

Title:		
Personal Prison/The Tectonic Series, 2016
		Pencil And Acrylic Paint On Handmade Paper, 65X85cm

to his work, between Byzantine Hagiography and Ukiyo-e in Japan.
He has been a member of the artists group Under Construction since
2010. Since 2000 he has been represented by Ileana Tounta Gallery.
His work is included in a number of exhibitions including:
Curved Arrows, Curated By Kostis Velonis, Kunstraum am Schauplatz,
Vienna, Austria (2019), B Is Everything You Can Imagine From The
Material World, Ileana Tounta Gallery, Athens, Greece (Solo Show
2016), Freux Follets, Curated By Elodie Lesourd, Le BBB Centre D’Art,
Toulouse, France (2016), OMONOIA, Athens Biennale 2015-2017
(With Under Construction Group), Bageion Hotel, 18 Omonia Square,
Athens, Greece (2015), The Beautiful is just the first degree of the
Terrible, Curated By Apostolos Kalfopoulos, The State Museum Of
Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki, Greece (2009), In Present Tense:
Young Greek Artists, (Curated By: Stamatis Schizakis, Dafni Vitali,
Tina Pandi), National Museum Of Contemporary Art, Athens, Greece
(2007), 4th Deste Prize (Nominated), Deste Foundation For Contemporary Art, Athens, Greece (2005)
www.dimitrisfoutris.info

DESCRIPTION

ΒΙΟ

Dimitris foutris (b. 1972) is a visual artist based in Athens, Greece,

Dimitris Foutris incorporates the visual language of different cultural areas, such as architecture, traditional art and
music. He uses different media in order to create ad hoc fields of complex multi layered stories.
Most of his works suggest an exploration of the concept of the “self” with its spiritual and sociopolitical implications. Experiences, thoughts and memories encounter nature, materiality, space, and the semiotic function of images and texts as a whole, stand at the centre of his practice. The media used, serve as a set of notes on the same
contemplation, filtered through an inward reflection.

Artist:		

Gamil Mona

Title:		

Conspiracy, 2020

DESCRIPTION

Video Mapping Installation & Performance
Conspiracy asks the question: Who writes history in the age of the internet? Drawing on the tropes of science fiction
and mystery, Conspiracy abandons the notion of an objective voice of history. Rather, it seeks to give a platform to
the multitude of theories that arise in people’s minds, agitated by a lack of trust in the mass media, and repressed by
censorship, theories inevitably channel their way into expression through one means or another. The safety of web
anonymity offers an ideal environment for such theories to thrive. Conspiracy takes inspiration from these theories
to create a multifaceted, multimedia performance that explores the lengths to which people will go to “make sense”

ΒΙΟ

of chaos, to create an archive of ideas that are as true as they are false.

Mona Gamil is a Cairo based Irish Egyptian artist, and choreographer. Gamil earned her B.A. in Art from the American University in Cairo and M.A. from the
National College of Art and Design in Dublin, where she researched the applications of cyborg theory to augmented reality theatre and contemporary dance.
Gamil draws on live performance, visual, and sound installation to explore questions of identity, ambiguity, and power. Her recent works include Safe Art
Practice, a tongue in cheek guide to achieving professionalism and creative bliss in the arts (New York/Berlin), and Notes From A Rehearsal (Dublin).
http://monagamil.weebly.com/

Artist:		

Georgoula Maria

ΒΙΟ

Title:		
The Pig Bagpipe Song, 2018
		Plaster, rubberised fabric, processed pig’s ear, 53x38.5x6cm

Maria Georgoula is an artist and art educator whose art practice and research explore notions around absurdity, apathy and a type of humour that
may emerge through the glossary of soft form and banal objects, collected from diverse contexts and worked through sculptural assemblages,
sculptural reliefs, collages, drawing and performance. The work ‘The Pig Bagpipe Song’ pays tribute to the use of listening ears and expanding
musical instruments in the third panel representing hell in the painting ‘Garden of Earthly Delights’ by Hieronymus Bosch 1490-1510.

Selected solo and group exhibitions in Greece, the UK and internationally include the Benaki Museum, Athens; Hyle, Athens; Mansions of the Future,
Lincoln; Sequences Festival, Reykjavik; Mykonos Biennale, Mykonos; East Side Projects, Birmingham; Aixoni Sculpture Theatre, Glyfada; Kunstraum
am Schauplatz, Vienna; Tinos Quarry Platform, Tinos, Greece; Kupfer, London; Daily Lazy Projects, Athens; Rogue Artists’ Project Space, Manchester;
The Showroom, London; Open Eye Gallery, Liverpool; Bloc Projects, Sheffield; the Delfina Foundation, London; Circuits & Currents, Athens; the
Ileana Tounta Contemporary Art Centre, Athens; Remap, Athens; the Institute of Greek Contemporary Art, Athens; Six Dogs, Athens; Sanhe Museum,
Hang Zhou; Southwark Playhouse, London and Sala Rekalde, Bilbao.

Artist:		

Glinou Eleni

Title:		

Where are you? 2020

DESCRIPTION

Where are you?
Are you hiding from me?
Are you still looking for things that no-one else can see?
Where are you?
Are you in someplace that we cannot reach?
Are you bathing in moonlight or drowned on the beach?
Where are you?
Are you surrounded by things we cannot penetrate?
Is the cage you love the home you also hate?
.....................................................................
No-one’s seen you for years
Have your wounds grown wings? Are you feasting on fears?
I can…
* Lyrics: Artist, Coil. Album,
A Guide for Beginners: The Voice of Silver / a Guide for Finishers: a Hair of Gold

Title:			
Where are you? 2020
			
Digital print, Hahnemühle 		
			Fine Art Paper 70cmx52cm

Title:		
			
			

14shadow cell phones, 2020
Digital print, UV PVC,
digital print, 1.20 cm diameter

the challenges of rising and expansion while maintaining fairness and the moral principles of its citizens. In our

ΒΙΟ

DESCRIPTION

Democracy in the ancient Greek world was intertwined with tragedy and philosophy as the polis went through

Eleni Glinou, is an artist-researcher, who perceives art as an alchemical procedure, as a process that breaks down meanings, materials and forms into basic
elements. Her practice mingles transformative patterns and language perception, through a unique artistic vocabulary aiming to interpret reality. Eleni is a former

contemporary world, tragedy as an art form is experienced as a poetic space that provides shelter to culture in a

full time professor at the Graphic Design department UNIWA and Athens Academy of Fine Arts in the Printmaking faculty. She is an MA graduate of the Royal

world that is defined by technology and ever-growing political and economic concentration. When tragedy happens

College of Arts, London: MA in Printmaking and MA in Multimedia. She is a graduate of the Academy of Fine Arts of Athens. Eleni was awarded scholarships

in real life, magnified by the omnipresent media it can challenge the limits of democracy blurring thus the relations

from the State Scholarships Foundation (IKY), Bacala foundation, Lilian Voudouri foundation and EOMMEX (Greek chamber of small scale -business in arts and

between the citizens and their political institutions.

crafts). She was represented extensively by the gallery «Ileana Tounta», had solo and group exhibitions in Greece, Italy, Spain, United Kingdom and the United
States. Her work belongs in private and public collections, such as the collection of Dimitris Daskalopoulos, Florika P. Kyriakopoulos, Harry David collection,

Dedicated to my brother in law

Teloglio Foundation, Ernst and Young Foundation UK, Grigoris Papadimitriou collection, IBM company in the UK, Vogiatzoglou Collection, Alpha Bank (Greece).

Kostas Tsalikidis : July 23, 1966 – March 9, 2005 was Vodafone Greece’s Network Planning Manager when he died

She designed gift objects for J&P Avax company.

at the age of 39 during the Greek wiretapping case of 2004/05, in what appeared to be a suicide. He was found
hanging in his apartment. The incident, which Vodafone Greece was involved in, was one of the biggest political
scandals of recent Greek history—tapping mobile phones of members of the cabinet, the Prime Minister, and
hundreds of others. Just after the Olympic Games of 2004 in Athens. The investigation of the case was limited
due to the political nature of the case itself. The family never accepted suicide as the cause of death. After a new
independent inquiry and multi-party forensic examination, his death was pronounced a murder by the Greek
Department of Justice in late 2019.
More: https://theintercept.com/2015/09/28/death-athens-rogue-nsa-operation/

Artist:		

Golanda Nella

Title:		
		

“Inhabited Sculpted Large Scale Landscapes in Public Space”
design interventions of Flisvos sculpted quai in Paleo Faliro – Athens

DESCRIPTION

Keywords: total art, art as everyday experience, proportion, human scale, celestial space-luminescence, aquatic
element-horizon, natural phenomena
- Holistic design – total art platform for resurgence of the natural peculiarities of the area
- Activation and display of specific characteristics
- Stress of design seaward

ΒΙΟ

- Emergence of the seascape of Athens
Since 1970 Nella Golanda, Urban Landscape Sculptor (Athens School of Fine Arts, First honorary member of the Pan-Hellenic Association of Landscape
Architects 2008) has applied “TOTAL ART” in public spaces, re-establishing in human scale the relation between nature and historical landscape, aiming to

- “Dialogue” with the mobility of the seascape

regenerate life to the contemporary metropolitan cities. The visitors are guided to experience new different ways of living and develop new social relations in

- The presence of mankind – protagonist in the rebirth of the landscape

public spaces. These “live” sculpted spaces function as interactive experimental landscapes where the creation of new art genres is possible. Art gets out of

-The stirrings of feelings– experiencing sustainable interactive space

the museums and becomes a part of everyday life. Her TOTAL ART landscape work has been studied at international congresses, universities, academic theses,

-Unexpected opportunities for participation and spatial activities

books, and architectural magazines worldwide.

-Springboard to the experiencing of natural phenomena

www.sculpted-architectural-landscapes.gr

-Opportunity for a collectively creative way of living

Permanent presentation of her work at the Council of Europe website

-Opening ways to reach collective happiness

www.coe.int/en/web/landscape/5th-award-candidates
vimeo.com/323531505

Artist:		

Goni Kyriaki

ΒΙΟ

DESCRIPTION

Title:		
The Portal or Let’s stand still for the whales, 2020
		Edition No 1/5 with 2 APs’
		
3D animation, narration, whale song 00:06:11

The narration follows two different timelines describing on the one hand the struggle of humanity to adapt to
challenges of the pandemic and on the other hand, the thriving of other ecosystems due to the slowdown of
human activities. Addressing an imaginary, future inhabitant of the planet earth, the narration attempts to reveal
the intensity of the environmental crisis, which is actually a humanitarian crisis and the urgency of taking action
immediately. At the same time touches upon questions regarding the aftermath of the coronavirus crisis such as
the massive deterritorialization of labour and human communication, along with the biometric surveillance.As

Kyriaki Goni is an Athens born and based artist. Through multimedia installations she critically touches upon questions of datafication, surveillance, distributed

ecosystems within ecosystems, we need to create new kinds of languages of understanding, care and proximity

networks and infrastructures, ecosystems, human and other-than-human relations. Her artistic practice incorporates research and, in this framework, she interacts

towards other humans and other-than-humans. It is crucial to realize that we all are interdependent.

with scholars and scientists from various disciplines. She presents work internationally in solo (Aksioma, Drugo More, Onassis Foundation) and group exhibitions

The title of the video draws from two articles: Arundhati Roy’s ‘The pandemic is a portal’, published in The Finan-

(13th Shanghai Biennale, Modern Love, 5th Istanbul Design Biennale, Transmediale, 13,700,000 km^, The Glass Room etc). She is a Delfina Foundation alumna

cial Times on April 3, 2020 and ‘Silence is golden for whales as lockdown reduces ocean noise’ published in The

(2019) and a Niarchos Artworks fellow (2018). Her latest work Data Garden (commissioned by Onassis Stegi, Greek participation at Ars Electronica) received the

Guardian on April 27, 2020. The work was commissioned by Polyeco Contemporary Art Initiative and it’s part of

Greek state prize INSPIRE2020 from the MOMus Experimental Center of the Arts in Greece. She is the recipient of Art Science Residency by Ars Electronica and
Deutsche Telekom 2021. She is the recipient of the European fellowship the New New for her work on inclusive and just digital futures.Her artistic research gets
published (Leonardo Journal MIT; 49:4, Neural #65 etc.). With prior graduate studies in Fine Arts, Goni also holds an MA in Digital Arts (Athens School of Fine

its collection. It is currently part of the virtual group exhibition Anthropocene on Hold curated by Kika Kyriakakou and the group exhibition MODERN LOVE (or Love in the Age of Cold Intimacies) at Museum für Neue Kunst,

Arts) along with a BA and an MSc in Cultural Anthropology and Development Sociology (Panteion University Athens; Leiden University, NL).

Freiburg, Tallinn Art Hall, and IMPAKT festival curated by Katerina Gregos.

website kyriakigoni.com and instagram account

Credits: 3D animation, text, voice-over, subtitles Kyriaki Goni

Artist:		

Haliori Efi

Title:		Untitled (Skala Sikamias, Lesvos), 2015, Inkjet Print on Paper mounted on aluminium,
60x90cm, Courtesy of the artist and CAN Christina Androulidaki gallery, Athenss

Title:		Untitled (Skala Sikamias, Lesvos), 2015, Inkjet Print on Paper mounted on aluminium,
60x90cm, Courtesy of the artist and CAN Christina Androulidaki gallery, Athens

Title:		Untitled 7476, 2020, Archival print on fine art paper, 134x200cm_Courtesy of the artist and CAN Christina Androulidaki gallery, Athens

Title:		Untitled 2923, 2020, Archival print on fine art paper, 120x160cm, Courtesy of the artist and CAN Christina Androulidaki gallery, Athens

art. In 2015 Greece received over 800,000 refugees. Reflecting back on her own family history and her immigrant parents and
grandparents who fled Chios for Asia Minor and Istanbul before their final return to Greece in 1964, the artist visited the islands of
Lesvos and Chios several times between March and July, where in collaboration with NGOs she worked on the eastern coastal front,
in the very same locations where huge waves of refugees were arriving and then moved to hotspots nearby.

ΒΙΟ

DESCRIPTION

Efi Haliori’s Everything Is The Same But Everything Is Different lies in the cross-field between documentary photography and
Efi Haliori (b.1969) lives and works in Athens, Greece.
She studied Business Administration and Marketing
at the American College of Greece and photography
at the PhotoCircle under Platon Rivellis. She has

Shooting in the early hours of the morning or towards the late afternoon with her back turned against the shore, the artist

attended a series of seminars and workshops by

momentarily isolates herself from the dreadful sight of human drama that takes place around her in order to capture a series of

Michael Ackerman, Antoine Dagata, Anders Petersen,

seemingly serene seascapes that document the passage from the neighbouring coast of Turkey into Europe. A refreshing take on a

Simon Norfolk, Oliver Chanarin-Adam Broomberg,
Arno Gisinger, Pavlos Fossakis and Kostas Antoniadis.

documentary perspective, Haliori often aims to confront the viewer with images powerfully seductive and challenging - fraught with

Her latest solo show entitled ‘Transformations’ was

social, political, ethical and environmental implications. Her approach is to use the camera to create immersive pictures that allow

presented in June 2020 in CAN Christina Androulidaki

the viewer to meditate on profoundly difficult and frequently painful personal or collective narratives. The result here is a boldly
aesthetic body of work that bears witness to a massive and ongoing crisis caused by conflict, war, poverty and persecution that
challenges our very own perspective on beauty and disaster.

gallery, Athens. Her works have been exhibited at the
National Art Centre in Tokyo, the Hellenic American
Union, the Benaki Museum, Zoumboulakis gallery,
Morfes gallery as part of Med Photo Festival, and
at the Salon D ‘Automne in Paris and in Cyprus. Her

Description: «Transformations» is a series of works by Efi Haliori shot in various quarry locations throughout Greece (Dionysos,

photographs have been published in various printed
and electronic magazines and in 2013 she had a

Penteli, Drama, Paros, Tinos, Thassos and elsewhere) that explores the multi-layered relationships between beauty (ancient greek:

monographic catogue published by Kichli editions. Her

κᾰ́λλος • kállos), labour and art. Marble is a material deeply charged and connected to the cultural and historical past of Greece.

work can be found in the collections of Four Seasons-

Haliori’s «Transformations» lay a meditative role to contrasting themes such as the manmade and the natural, the stunning and the
terrible, the timeless and the contemporary and expose the artist’s yearlong investigation on beauty, harmony and their complex
connection to the sublime, the human and the divine within the ancient and the modern greek context.

Astir Palace and Grand Hyatt Hotels in Athens and in
various private collections in Greece, France, Italy and
the USA.

ΒΙΟ

Zoe Hounta was born in Athens. She studied architecture at the National Technical University of
Athens and painting at the Athens School of fine
Arts. She has participated in several group exhibitions in Greece and was among the finalists at the
International Art Competitions Art Laguna Prize held
in Venice, Nord Art Prize in Germany and the Beijing
International Art Biennale in China. Her latest work

Artist:		

Hounta Zoe

Title:		
		

Untitled (I predict a riot), 2019
oil on canvas 175x82 cm/ 69x32 in

of figurative oil painting portraits relate with the politics of visibility on who is seen and why in response
to topics and current political issues. Inspired by images found in the internet news, social media as well
as by personal photographs from lived experience,
she tries to explore themes related to gender and
race, police brutality or identity performance. The
people portrayed are painted from observation. The
sitting poses create a physical proximity in order to

DESCRIPTION

explore the bidirectional relationships between the

“I predict a riot” is a portrait of John P, riot police officer on his everyday job, standing on a street corner in the
center of Athens, fully geared and ready for a possible spontaneous outburst. Questions are being raised about the
permanent presence of riot police in certain areas of the city that have been labeled as “problematic”. Does this
threat of force function as a means of social protection or as a tool of political repression?

artist, the sitter and finally the viewer.
www.zoehounta.com

Kafouros Elias

DESCRIPTION

The drill 70x53cm ink on paper 2021

A bunch of cartoon-like distractions shedding the light of cinematography onto the screening walls hiding the

ΒΙΟ

Artist:		
Title:		

Elias Kafouros was born in Athens in 1978. He received

horrific engineering of the enslavement system private prisons are.

his BFA in Painting from the Athens School of Fine
Arts in 2004. He lives and works in Athens. He has held
solo exhibitions in Athens, Basel and Munich and has
exhibited in group shows in Greece, New York, Los
Angeles, Paris and Cyprus. In 2012 he was included
in the Phaidon Press publication,Vitamin D2– New
Perspectives in Drawing. He was awarded the Fulbright
Arts Scholarship in 2013 and studied animation and
silkscreen printing in the School of Visual Arts in NY
for six months. Since 2015 he has been collaborating
with the high fashion house,Hermes, designing scarves.

BIO

Eleni Kamma (1973, CY/GR) studied at the Chelsea College of Art
& Design in London (MA) and the Athens School of Fine Arts
(BA). In 2008/2009 she was a Fine Art Researcher at the Jan
Van Eyck Academie, Maastricht. Kamma’s viewpoint continually
moves between the positions of artist and researcher, her practice being situated between a monologue and a dialogue. She

Artist:		

Kamma Eleni

Title:		

It takes Courage and Breath to speak up, 2014.

DESCRIPTION

is working along a Moebius strip schema, that keeps circulating

The film reflects upon the term ‘parrhesia’, which

Credits

implies not only freedom of speech, but also the

HD video, 5 min 59 sec, colour, stereo sound, 16:9, NL

obligation to speak the truth for the common good,

Concept: Eleni Kamma

even at personal risk. The camera moves in circles,

Performers: Adaline Anobile, Jaime Vicente Liopis

choreographing, and at the same time registering three

Segarra, Michiel Reynaert

performers around a microphone trying to ‘breathe’

First camera operator: Boris Van Hoof

theatre as a public space. They come together as a

Grip, dolly operator/audio: Jessica van Ruschen

group, but also depart from it, following their own

Editing: Inneke Van Waeyenberghe

from her as individual artist (through drawings and objects),
to dialogic collaborations (films, journals, performative events)
and writing about it. Her work has been presented in film and
performance festivals such as Transmediale, Rencontres Internationales and Playground and in solo and group shows at various
venues world-wide, including, among others, the 10th International Istanbul Biennial; EMST National Museum of Contemporary
Art, Athens; NAK Neuer Aachener Kunstverein, Aachen; the 5th
Thessaloniki Biennale of Contemporary Art; Palais de Tokyo,
Paris; Wiels, Brussels, Netwerk, Aalst, HALLE 14, Leipzig; ARGOS
Centre for Audiovisual Arts, Brussels; Kunst- und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Bonn; Casino Luxembourg, Luxembourg; Bonnefanten Museum, Maastricht; DESTE
Foundation, Athens; SALT, Istanbul and Dazibao, Montreal.
Kamma is a PhD candidate at PhDArts, Leiden University, University of the Arts, The Hague and a member of the artist platform
Jubilee, Brussels. She lives and works in Brussels and Maastricht.
www.elenikamma.com
It takes Courage and Breath to speak up. Overview foto group exhibition
SOUNDIMAGECULTURE - INSTALLATIONS, ARGOS, Brussels, 2015.

individual rhyme. To speak your mind, you must first
overcome fear by taking a deep breath.

Produced with the support of the Mondriaan Fund and
the Theater Aan Het Vrijthof.

BIO

Athanasios Kanakis (born in 1983, Athens) is a visual artist who
works with various media. His praxis starts from unusual objects,
texts, situations or spaces, which he documents, explores in
depth and then reduces into the form of installations, sculptures
and conceptual sets. In his works he often borrows vocabulary
from architecture to stage scenes in between recognition and
alienation; experiential environments in which fiction and reality
meet and emerge little by little. He currently lives and works

Artist:		

Kanakis Athanasios

in Paris and since November 2020 is a resident at the artist
association W-Atelier. After finishing his Diploma in Computer
Engineering, Informatics, Computer Graphics and Multimedia

Title:		

Room without a View, 2021

(2006), he moved to Germany where he enrolled at the University of the Arts in Bremen (HfK) and gained his Degree (MA)
in Digital Media / Media Art and Design and continued further

DESCRIPTION

with a Postgraduate Diploma (Meisterschueler) from the Univer-

“Room Without a View” is a new work created for the framework of the exhibition “The Right to Silence?”. In the “Spectacle of the
Scaffold”, Foucault critically mentions that “we punish, but this is a way of saying that we wish to obtain a cure”, a cure for who

sity of the Arts in Berlin (UdK). In the past he has been granted
several residencies, among others the AiR-Niederoesterreich
Artist in Residence in Krems AT (2020), Est-Nord-Est, Résidence

though? For the sentenced person or is it more of a sadistic self cure of a justice system that actually aims in dehumanizing and re-

d’Artistes Saint-Jean-Port-Joli, Quebec CA (2015), AiR DordtYart

pressing the human body and mind? The punishment nowadays indeed became the most hidden process of the penal system still not

Center for Contemporary Art in Dordrecht, NL (2014) selected

much has changed in the modus operandi of the so called “correction centers”

for the Lokaal01 AiR Antwerp BE (2017) and is a laureat of Les
pépinières Européennes de Création (2015). He has exhibited

In “Room without a view” the visitor can see two scale models juxtaposing each other; a surveillance tower watching over a panoptical
structure whose interior is to be observed through six peepholes. The models operate as a reference to architectures of control that
aim in constant supervision whereas the stroboscopic effect of the tower along with the clinical bright white interiors refers to torturing methods that have been used for punishment and alienation in many penitentiaries.

work in galleries and institutions such as Grace Athens, Central
Library/Wall-Saal Gallery in Bremen, iMAL – Art Center for digital
cultures & technology, DordtYart - Center for Contemporary Art.
www.thanasiskanakis.com

Artist:		

Irini Karayannopoulou

Title:		
		

Ektachrome type B, 2018
Acrylic & Ink on Giclée print, 110 x 89 cm

DESCRIPTION

Irini Karayannopoulou paints directly on selected images re-discovered in the international press. Often, models in outdated fashion
editorials obtain new identities.
The artist enhances the power of those refreshed characters and charges them with spiritual allure. She masks her muses in a transformation game exploring the fringes of mainstream culture via the deactivation of consumerism. In her work for The Right To Silence,
Irini Karayannopoulou blurs the boundaries between a beauty industry fantasy and female empowerment by covering entirely the face
of her protagonist with thick paint. The model’s glamorous smile is no longer visible, her features cannot be admired or judged. She

ΒΙΟ

has been liberated from society’s expectation of perfection.

Irini Karayannopoulou is a visual artist and filmmaker who graduated from the Saint Etienne School of Fine Art and Design in France. She is a former resident of
the Staatliche Akademie den Bildende Kunste Karlsruhe, Germany and has exhibited her work internationally. Selected recent exhibitions include: Una boccata
d’arte in collaboration with Galleria Continua and Fondazione Elpis, Mode International, solo show at the Salon de Normandy/Rare Books Paris, Paint, also known
as blood/Museum of Modern Art, Warsaw, The woman who gave birth to herself/Aetopoulos, Athens, The Overview Effect/MOMus Museums, Thessaloniki and
Screen Compositions/ Experimental Intermedia Foundation, New York, USA. Irini is currently working on two upcoming solo exhibitions in A. Antonopoulou
gallery in Athens and Polana Institute in Warsaw. In her work Irini Karayannopoulou explores a variety of media including painting, collage, print, drawing and
moving image. She often borrows imagery from the international press, in dialogue with the collective histories of popular culture. Her recent work negotiates
already existing realities in which she inserts brand new systems of meaning. Irini’s practice is driven by both personal and political thoughts, staged and
experienced in different formats and situations each time. Irini is the co-founder of Twin Automat films, a member of Extra-Conjugale art duo and a recipient of
the Scam Screenwriting award 2021.
Website: karayannopoulou.com

twinautomat.com

Karyotaki Ismini

Title:		

Τhe Pumping Station and its silence, 2007, Oil and oil pastels on Japanese paper, 60x60cm

ΒΙΟ

Artist:		

Ismini Karyotaki - was born in Ioannina in 1947. She
lives and works in Athens. She lived in Paris and Berlin.
She is an architect, writer and artist. She studied
Architecture at the Technical University of Athens
(1965-1970) and Scenography at the Ecole Nationale
des Beaux Arts (1972-1974). She worked as an architect

DESCRIPTION

in Paris with the team of G. Kandilis, in matters

The story I tell here in lines and colors is told at the Gialova Pumping Station. It is a Pumping Station’ s Portrait.

of urban planning (1972-1975) and later in Athens
in matters of protection and management of the

The building is depicted here as it lived. Different from the design of all experts, of all times. Over time the pumps

environment, riparian and coastal areas. She worked as

decided to be silent, the machines refused to capture the water of the lake, the water was released and returned

a set designer in theater and cinema.

to its natural position, to the lake. The lake of Gialova did not dry up. The Pumping Station reconciled with the
landscape and lived with it as a natural element. If the road leads you to the lake of Gialova you will stop silently in
front of it, in its view you will discover the secrets of its silence.

She has held 11 painting exhibitions — individual and
group — in Athens and other cities in Greece. She is a
writer. She has authored and published 7 books

Artist:		

Kouzoupi Aspasia

Title:		
		
		

Landscape as Exile II [Nevada et.al.]
2017-2021 Medium: map-tracings of Nuclear and Atomic test sites,
on transparent papers, scanned and mounded digitally.

DESCRIPTION

Blinding a son of the sea-god Poseidon, namely Polyphemus, who was a culturally defined dweller of the Cyclops’

ula rasa’ and ‘terra nullius’ logic, which promotes colonialism. Exile could also be understood as a precursor of jail,

land, Odysseus was cursed. Thus the arrival to his homeland could be achieved only after losing all of his comrades,

although sometimes these two have been combined [i.e. Rottnest Island, AU]. What can the meaning of Exile as a

and suffering a series of woes at sea and its shores. Yet his homeland is not the final stop, contrarily to predominant

signifier be in today’s world, where transport and communications networks are predominant? This study focuses on

yet simplistic approaches of the Homeric Odyssey. His homeland is his aimed destination but functions as an inter-

landscapes of Atomic and Nuclear test sites, which have been transformed by humans into unlivable earthly places,

mediate stop, a ‘mezzanine’ in the epic plot. He has to depart for his exile, get lost in the infinity of the inland, aiming

places of death, nuclear pollution; there, indigenous people once lived [i.e. in the area ‘Indian Springs’ of Nevada]

to arrive there where the sea and salt is not known. The Exile of Odysseus from the familiarity of the sea world and

practicing their livelihood in ways that bid them with these terrains, their flora and fauna. At present the test-site

its shorelines is the way the seer Teiresias describes to Odysseus his destiny. Introducing the worship of Poseidon

landscape is a mirror of the prison, a place secluded to itself.

in a territory unknown by sea is stated as the only way to calm the wrath of the powerful sea god. Beyond the epic
plot, historically, Exile has been a suitable condemnation for a range of ‘transgression’ acts, ranging from murder and
crimes to political disobedience, but also associated with causalities based on racist criteria ; [i.e. Rottnest Island,
AU]. Besides, Exile has also been used as a practice to generate and augment colonies. The Exile functions as a ‘nonplace’ situated beyond boundaries: its previous local history has often been erased or neglected in favor of a ‘tab-

ΒΙΟ

Aspassia Kouzoupi is an architect and landscape architect
whose research and practice questions the relation between
‘natural’ and ‘cultural’ processes, practices and their sediments
and traces. She holds a PhD and Architecture Dipl. from
the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki [AUTH], a Master of
Advanced Studies in Landscape Architecture from ETH/
Zurich, and a diploma in Fine Arts from the National School of
Fine Arts of Athens. As adjunct professor she teaches courses
related to landscape theory and public space design since
2007 at the Department of Architecture of the University of
Thessaly, and the University of Patras,. Founding member of
the team “Sculpted Architectural Landscapes”, she has been
realizing urban scale landscape architecture projects, at urban
and peri-urban sites since 2000. Some of these projects were
finalists for significant European Prizes [Rosa Barba Award
/ European Prize for Urban public Space], or have received
honorary mentions in Greece. Her theoretical and built
work is featured in international publications of architecture,
landscape, and art.

Artist:		

Krasouli Karolina

Title:		
		

A colοrless butterfly steps into a dark space, 2021.
Black and white analogue photographs on baryté paper, 70cm x 70cm.

DESCRIPTION

“The book is a wall. I put myself behind it, out of sight and out of seeing.”
Susan Sontag, Reborn (1947-1963)
These two pictures were taken nine years apart from each other. The first one was shot in Athens in March 2020, during the first national lockdown due to COVID-19, and the second one in New York in 2011, in the aftermath of hurricane “Sandy”. It is as if the two
pictures predict each other and the events that preceded them. In times where a threat becomes visible, convictions are subject to
change. Former certainties, like fluids, merge into one another and although at a hand’s reach, they become indistinguishable: pub-

BIO

lic and private, macrocosm and microcosm, silence and windiness, internal and peripheral.

Karolina Krasouli was born in Athens in 1984. After studying clinical psychology, she enrolled in the National School of Fine Arts of Lyon where she obtained her
degree in 2014. Working with painting, photography and film, the images she produces lie in the intersection of abstraction and figuration. Through the process
of reading and writing, she extracts a set of operations where she transcribes meanings and sensations without the support of language. Her works aim closer
at representing optical phenomena related to memory and language, than providing an immediate grasp of an image or an object. In 2013 she worked as an
assistant for Moyra Davey, a photographer, essayist and filmmaker, and participated in the making of her short-film Les Godesses, a visual essay on Jean Genet.
In 2015 she became a founding member of Alfabeto, a non-profit organization which organized a series of talks and exhibitions on the concept of transmission
in art theory and practice at the French Academie in Rome. She presented her work at 60th Salon de Montrouge (2015), Villa Medicis, Rome (2015), Ateliers de
Rennes, 5th edition, Incorporated! (2016), Galerie Raymond Hains, Saint-Brieuc (2016), La Tôlerie, Clermont-Ferrant (2016), Eva Meyer, Paris (2017), Daily Lazy, Athens (2018), Pauline Perplexe, Paris (2018), Frac Bretagne, Rennes (2019), La vitrine, Frac île-de-France Le Plateau, Paris (2020).

Artist:		

Lane James M.

DESCRIPTION

Title:		
Emersion, 2021
		Multi-channel video installation

Emersion is a project involving video installation, photography and performance addressing our fundamental right
to travel both literally and metaphorically. It was initiated in June 2020 as a travel diary documenting the artist’s
southern descent from the town of Eleusis to the ancient region of Lerna in search of the mythological bottomless
Alcyonian lake, one of the entrances to the Underworld.
While curfew laws and strict travel regulations blur the boundaries of civilian protection/mass incarceration, Emersion passes through locked homes, hospitals, deserted clubs, restaurants, resorts, tourist traps, religious pilgrimage
destinations and forgotten or unexplored archaeological sites in Greece. The project is re-examining the meaning
and meaninglessness of recreational travel in both pre and post Covid-19 times. Popular culture tends to equate
freedom of movement with the inertia of a lounge chair by the sea or a picnic in the countryside (including all the
paraphernalia). Ultimately there are more dynamic dimensions to recreational travel. Emersion entices us to explore
such alternatives as hypnagogic outings, platonic journeys, aller-retour rides to the Underworld (Katabasis-Anabasis)

Preview I

and to a multitude of allegorical immersions/emersions to and fro the collective unconscious.

Preview II https://vimeo.com/529537838

Nullifying either component of the equation “I dream therefore I travel” can only invite stagnation if not mental instability. The pre Covid-19 “normality” or “freedom” of travel-deals and tourist-packages (which parallels mass produced/consumed art and entertainment), seems as dystopian as some of the Covid-19 era state measures that don’t
restrain the pandemic any more than they inhibit the power of our minds’ eye.

https://vimeo.com/531979602

Marketou Jenny

Title:		

De_Lete

DESCRIPTION

BIO

James M. Lane born in Athens is an interdisciplinary artist employing time-based media, photography, performance and installation. He

Artist:		

De_Lete By Jenny Marketou: ‘The names on the fence are

studied photography at Parsons School of Design / New School for Social Research in New York and the American University of Paris. He also
studied film theory at UMASS and acting at Stony Brook University. His research-based, experimental approach blurs the boundaries of the
trivial to the profound, intertwining contemporary popular culture to mythology, philosophy, religion and science. He is often attempting to
extract or distil organic traces of emotional and intellectual processes and decipher the mechanisms of identity, migration, trauma, catharsis, memory, dreams and the unconscious. In 2015 he initiated an ongoing multidisciplinary art project titled Allochthon exploring less visible
aspects of Greek archaeology and in 2019 he founded an experimental art space called Amber Lab interweaving audio input/output with
alternative film processes. In 2019 he contributed as a supporting actor in Costa Gavra’s film Adults in the Room. Since 2011 he has directed
and performed a series of short and long duration experimental films, featuring the adventures of a flâneur in the Greek geography of the
Underworld including feature length film Last Light (2020) and Emersion (2021). James M. Lane has presented his work in many exhibitions
internationally including Homemade Exotica, FREIRAUM in der Box, Berlin (2019-2020), Unknown Destinations Chapter III, Athens (2019), Sara-

there for a reason, and the reason is that people are dying,
some are children The video still photos are part of a video
De_Lete which was shot during Borderhack Festival in
PLAYAS DE TIJUANA,at the the US-Mexico border region.
The Tijuana border wall is an open wound, a political podium,

jevo International Festival 2019, Academy of Fine Arts, Sarajevo (two person exhibition), Plus Nine +9, Iera Odos, Athens (2019), Forthcoming,

a contradictory landscape , which spotlights codes of silence

Space 52, Athens (2018), The Anatomy of a Crack, Athens School of Fine Arts, Athens (2018), Archaeological dialogues 2018, The Greek Ar-

between fences that features both ugliness and beauty. The

chaeologist’s Association, Athens (2018), Athens 2018, Aegeanale 2015, Beauty is the Method ACG Gallery/Deree-American College of Greece,

video images are conceived as “a work of silent witness,

Athens (2015), Transmediale, Enclosures of Toxicity, Berlin (2015), Time Lapse, National Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki (2014),

of equally balanced presence and absence.” dedicated to

Self-Conscious, ACG Gallery/Deree-American College of Greece, Athens (2014), Unlike Festival (Oslo), Crossing Borders, 2014, Photography

the abolition of immigrant detention and the United States

as Performance, Pharmakos(on), Athens Photo Festival 2013, Metavasis-Transition, Municipal Gallery of Athens, Athens (2013), Festival Miden

culture of incarceration.The images stands as a poetic

2013, Kalamata (2013), Alluvium, Beton7 Center for the Arts, Athens (solo exhibition 2011), Conversations With Light, Megaron (visual contributions), The Athens Concert Hall, Athens (2011), Symptomatic Greece, Freud’s Dreams Museum, St. Petersburg (2010), Art Athina 2003, Athens
(2003), Antiphony, Ileana Tounta Contemporary Art Center, Athens (solo exhibition 2002), Toxic, DESTE Foundation, Athens (2001), ARCO Art

and moving elegy a means for reflection, testimony, and
witnessing.exposing the sites where fenced walls are built

Fair, Madrid. (1999), Intragrams, In Khan Gallery, New York (solo exhibition 1998), KOPAK Public Art Consulting, Seoul (1998), Intragrams, Ileana

and immigranst ar detaiined in both sides . The images

Tounta Contemporary Art Center, Athens (solo exhibition 1997).

explore the embodied consequences of physical, social, and

The artist’s work is in public and private collections. www.jamesmlane.com

psychological violence and their relationship to immigration
,memory and the manifestations of it in silence. From my
diary During Borderack Festival a three day event artists and
activists from across North America we descended on the
border between the first and third world, protesting

Mexican immigrants face. Playas de Tijuana, or Tijuana

ΒΙΟ

the inequalities and dangerous conditions that would-be

Jenny Marketou born in Athens and based in New York is an interdisciplinary artist, researcher, educator and author. She holds a MFA from Pratt Institute in
Brooklyn, New York. She is currently teaching New Media Art and Social Engagement at The New School of Social Research in New York. Her art practice investi-

Beach, is an unlikely setting for one of the world’s most

gates Disruptive Processes in order to explore the cultural and social relationship between artistic practice, community engaged design , public art and environ-

heavily guarded borders - or for a three-day protest that

mental justice and it is formalized as mixed media installations, public art ,the internet, performance , publications and workshops . Her current work Ever-grow-

emphasized civil disobedience. Next to all this beauty,

ing through the City (2020) a collaboration with Queens Museum is featured in Radiator Gallery in New York a indoor tensegrity structure to be constructed over

however, a massive wall protrudes from the ocean and

time with the participation of the community . She is also busy in realizing a new public art project titled Serious Games ( 2020 ) hosted at the historic Mosque

extends across the US-Mexico border. Along the wall, the

Yiali Tzami located in the City of Chania in Crete, commissioned by the Municipal Art Museum .The project is a critical artistic investigation on Heritage /Monu-

desperately poor line up looking for a way into the country.

ment. and is a continuous investigation of her previous project Undoing Monuments which was featured at Bane Museum ,Athens, Greece and Sun spotting a

On the other side, a small stretch of desert is punctuated by

Walking Forest, commissioned by The High Line in New York Marketou has travelled all over the world and her work has been featured in international solo and

the tall buildings of San Diego glistening in the sun. Parked

group exhibitions in museums ,cultural institutions and biennials such as the The Parliament of Bodies, Documenta 14 ,Athens/Basel ;Centre for Contemporary Art

on the US side is the border patrol,riding horses They look

(CCA) in Santa Fe, New Mexico, the Biennale of Venice, the Biennial of Seville, the Biennial of Sao Paulo, Brazil, Foundation Palazzo Strozzi in Florence, the Centre

bored (This may change when the sun goes down, as most

Pompidou in Paris, Eyebeam in New York, the Center of Art and ZKM Center for Media Arts, in Karlsruhe, Germany, Artium Museum, Spain ; Museum Tinguely,Ba-

attempted border-crossings happen after dark.) A group

sel ; Kumu Art Museum, Tallinn,Estonia; Reina Sofia ,Madrid; The Queens Museum; Apex Art, New York; Rose Art Museum, Brandeis University, Massachusetts ;

of dolphins is spotted in the crystal blue ocean. They pass

Krannert Art Museum (KAM)University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign ;The National Museum of Contemporary Art ,EMST,Athens,Greece among others Marke-

from Mexico into the United States. No one asks for their

tou is the co editor with Stephanie Bailey ,Chief editor Ocula Magazine, Organizing from Below/HOW Assemblies Matter? 2017 published by Naked Punch which

papers. Take a closer look at the fence and you’ll see row

provides the theoretical bases for her project HOW Assemblies Matter? commissioned by Neon/Outset for the 6th Biennial of Athens, OMONOIA,2016 .Her work

after row of names, all of them in Spanish. “Those names

and research have been featured in the anthology The School of Everything, 2017 ,Futura Publishers ,Athens ,in the special publication Perform Interdependen-

on the fence are there for a reason, and the reason is that

cy, 2017 a collaboration with the Kunsthochschule Kasselm. the Arts and Media at Zurich University of Arts and Athens School of Fine Arts and in the anthology

people are dying, some are children, two or five years of

More Art in the Public Eye, 2020 , Duke University Press.

age,” said festival organizer Luis Humberto Rosales. “We’re
not trying to say that borders are bad or wrong, we are
trying to show people what’s going on.

ΒΙΟ

Markopoulos has been working in the field of
multimedia and installation-art for several years. As
with his paintings, his installations can consist of

Artist:		

Markopoulos Jannis

small objects as well as a room-sized environment.
His enormous out-door installations have gained the
attention of an international art-public. Markopoulos
has participated in 120 major Exhibitions and 11

Title:		Anthropocene 5.’
Main Sculpture - Bronze 50 cm High,Smoke,Metal rod. 2021

Biennials. The crowning was the official Participation
in the Venice Biennale 2017 with the General
Concept Essence. The conflicts of the 21st century

DESCRIPTION

is indisputably a reflection of the deep crisis of

Our activity has fundamentally changed our planet. The Anthropocene defines Earth’s most recent geologic time

humanism and consequently of the concepts that have

period as being human-influenced, or anthropogenic, based on overwhelming global evidence that atmospheric,

sustained the current civilizing paradigm dominated

geologic, hydrologic, biospheric and other earth system processes are now altered by humans. Our influence has

by modern thought and positivism. Markopoulos is
creating physical and in 3D his multimedia artworks,

impacted everything from the makeup of ecosystems to the geochemistry of Earth, from the atmosphere to the

installations, sculptures, and objects with concepts

ocean. The Anthropocene began with the advent of agriculture, because certain agriculture-related activities such as

with the main targets nature conservation, the

rice paddy irrigation and deforestation may have led to sharp rises in concentrations of CO2 and methane as early as
10,000 years ago. No matter when it began, the concept of the Anthropocene is significant. It highlights the scale of

protection of our most important drinking water
resource, reduction of CO2 emissions. Markopoulos
paintings and drawings are related to his concepts.

our impact on Earth. By defining a new geological epoch, we are declaring that the impact of our activities is global

Markopoulos Studio creates Art architecture in large

and irreversible. The Anthropocene also allows us to re-examine the relationship between humans and the rest of the

scale installations, with the aim of several benefits.

natural world. The only question now becomes how we can shape our activities so our impact on the environment is

Markopoulos Studio believes that in order to deal with
today’s challenges, Art architecture can profitably

intentional and leads to meaningful outcomes. The word combines the root «anthropo», meaning «human» with the

move into a field that has been largely unexplored.

root «-cene», the standard suffix for «epoch» in geologic time.

Markopoulos Studio has worked for a number of

Markopoulos studio, anthropocene.info

prestigious Real estate companies, Art Collections,
Cultural institutes, private investors, and Governments.

ΒΙΟ

The Mind the fact cultural initiative was created in 2016
by Yolanda Markopoulou and Ioanna Valsamidou. It
is a hybrid model of artistic production that aspires

Artist:		

Markopoulou Yolanda

to look to the Other, highlighting true stories that
happen in our communities, in our cities, on our planet.
Encouraging the collaboration of art professionals
with non-professionals, mind the fact sheds light on

DESCRIPTION

Title:		MULTIVERSO #2
Yolanda Markopoulou - Director, Station Athens Group
Sara Galassini and Onni Johnson - Directors, The Trojan Women Project Erato Tzavara - Video Art

important issues that remain in obscurity. The reallife protagonists and their stories are presented to
the public and claim their own space through artistic
creation. Through works which address diversity,

Multiverso #2 is a theatre event created by and for this time, inviting the audience into a Zoom room to watch and

pluralism, and multiculturalism, the participants of

interact with the live performers. Eight immigrant and refugee artists from disparate geographic locations, with no

mind the fact suggest if not a different, at least a more

single shared language, find a way to blend their stories, visual art, and music into a hybrid live event that reflects
common struggles, common journeys, and a desire to make art in a new life. Led by Mind the fact, Station Athens
Group, Polyplanity Productions in Greece, and The Trojan Women Project of La MaMa in New York City, Multiverso
uses technology to bring together in one cyber space a group of individuals who might never have the opportunity
to stand face to face.
Multiverso #1 was first presented on December 20, 2020 as part of the Mind the fact Festival in Athens, Greece.
Its second incarnation, Multiverso #2 expands the stories of these artists, and invites the audience to meet them,
share unique interpretations of the immigrant experience and engage in an interactive exchange with them. It was
presented in Culture Hub’s Re_Fest 2021 of SeoulArts and La mama NYC.
The company for this presentation, which has been meeting together on Zoom since September 2020, includes
Afghani, Bangladeshi, and Pakistani artists now living in Athens, Greece; Venezuelan and Chilean artists relocated in
Italy; and asylum seekers waiting at the Tijuana border for passage to new lives in the United States.
Produced by Polyplanity Productions / www.polyplanity.com & mind the fact

honest worldview.
www.mindthefact.gr

ΒΙΟ

Eleanna Martinou was born in Athens (1981). Studied at
the Athens School of Fine Arts (2006) and graduated
with a MA in the Arts (2009). She is a studied musician
(Athens Conservatoire 1987-2003). Her works are
presented in solo and group exhibitions, art fairs and

Artist:		

Martinou Eleanna

festivals in Greece and abroad. She is a Phd researcher,

Title:		
		

The Right to Silence, 2021
Description: Ink on polypropylene, 150cm.270cm

EYEWITNESSES, Eleftheria Tseliou gallery, Athens |

Athens School of Fine Arts (2018-). Solo exhibitions :
2019 HYADES, National Observatory of Athens | 2016
2015 JUNCTION / DISJUNCTION, Akto college, org.
Eleftheria Tseliou gallery, Athens | 2014 FACESCAPES,
Greek language school Lexi-Logos, Athens | 2013 12+1

DESCRIPTION

PERSONALITIES, Gavrielede’s publications, Athens |

The work titled “The Right to Silence” consists of superimposed surfaces, a set of Mazes, among which there are
elements that refer to Prisons, Stairs and Maps of Metropolises; all these referring to dystopia.
The whole work is based on the Maze In Nature (Rhythmology), the Network of people and the personal need for
Freedom and constant movement of Boundaries, through a continuous Flow.
2007-2015: Study of The Matrix and Prisons of Piranesi. Dystopia is presented with paintings and three-dimensional

2012 RADAR, Batagianni gallery, Athens |2010 FUTURE
CITIES FUTURE, Apotheke gallery, Nicosia | 2009
FROM PIRANESI TO MATRIX, Kessanlis Laboratory,
Athens School of Fine Arts MFA graduates, 2009,
Athens. Lectures | Presentations : 2020: 9.12.2020
“The Birds. Chryssa, Antonakos, Samaras.” BLOD

constructions. Aircraft Flights and traces of architectural structures are connected to the Network by constructing

Bodossaki Lectures On Demand | 2.6.2020 “Chryssa,

Space.

Antonakos, Samaras: Presentation of works, based

2015-2017: The Network consists of lines that form large or microscopic Portraits (polyptych // grid).

on Birds and Flights.”, Creator Doctus program,

2017-2021: Works of Urban Wandering, where fragments of a human figure without Gravity appear. Works, either

Athens School of Fine Arts | 2019: 9.12.2019 “Chryssa,

paintings or digital prints of Polyptychs (consisted of paintings or photographs, digitally processed) from urban life

Antonakos, Samaras: Connections with ancient Greece

in the Metropolis.
There are no borders, no countries, only the perpetual movement of populations and networks of people. The organization of Chaos as a Form. Everything is connected rhythmically in one Flow.
Silence and Sound, in harmony with each other, have an important part of everyday life.

and Byzantium”, Η΄painting studio, Athens School of
Fine Arts | 2017: 18.3.2017 Stavros Niarhos Foundation,
“Searching for the Minotaur” | 2015: 21.1.2015 «Human
Figure» Ε΄painting studio, Athens School of Fine Arts |
2013: 9.4.2013 Personal Works presentation, T.Koumbis
studio, Athens School of Fine Arts, MFA program| 2015:
7.2.2015 «Νetwork in everyday life», AKTO college, fine
arts studio| 2015: 15.1.2015 Personal Works presentation,
AKTO college, fine arts studio.

Artist:		

Meimaroglou Despina

Title:		

Memory Capsules

DESCRIPTION

I believe that my deep interest and continuous observation of the overpowering sociopolitical situations which
rule and determine the human fate around the world usually become the ignition of my involvement in long term
art-projects.
-What really saddens me is the “prison nuance”.
They say it takes three years to attain it.
- Is “He” back?
- Maybe you’re wrong... perhaps he’s new...
If it were his first time here,
They would have removed his shoelaces...

ΒΙΟ

Enigmatic and multifaceted, the work of Maro
Michalakakos is imbued with the softness and
ambiguity of dreams. In her sculptural installations,

Artist:		

Michalakakos Maro

painting, drawings and reliefs on velvet, the artist
includes social and cultural references, and often draws
from personal and family memories. In some of her
works she introduces birds and the natural kingdom,

Title:		Guilt#2, 2019, 2019, black velvet, 2.00 x 145cm and urn with velvet’s fluff
Photo by Nikos Markou

often as a way to touch upon universal themes such as
power, oppression, authority and the interconnected
concepts of life and death. Maro Michalakakos was

DESCRIPTION

born in Athens in 1967. She studied in France (Ecole

Prometheus was the Titan god of forethought and crafty counsel who was given the task of moulding mankind out

Nationale Supérieure d’Arts Plastiques de Cergy-

of clay. His attempts to better the lives of his creation brought him into conflict with Zeus. Firstly, he tricked the

Pontoise, 1987-1993) and Germany (Hochschule für

gods out of the best portion of the sacrificial feast, acquiring the meat for the feasting of man. Then, when Zeus

Bildende Kunst, Braunschweig, 1988-1989). In 2006
she was shortlisted for the Painting Award of Castelon

withheld fire, he stole it from the workshop of Hephaestus, the god of fire and patron of artisans and craftsmen, and

County in Valencia, Spain. She has presented her

delivered it to humankind hidden inside a fennel-stalk. As punishment, Zeus had Prometheus chained onto a rock on

work in solo exhibitions in Athens, Thessaloniki, Paris,

Mount Caucasus for eternity, and put him to relentless torture by having a vicious eagle feed on his liver. The liver
would grow up again at night, so that the eagle could happily eat it again the next day.

Istanbul, Geneva, and New York, as well as in many
group shows and foires in Greece and abroad. Her
works are part of private and public collections, such
as the Fonds Nationales d’Art Contemporain in France,
Istanbul Modern and others. She has also created
set-installations for the theatre, in collaboration with
directors, theatre companies and festivals, including
the National Theatre of Greece, the Athens and
Epidaurus Festival, Onassis Stegi and more.
		

Artist:		

Myrogianni Margarita

Title:		
		

Discipline, 2021
Ink on papar, 28X20cm

DESCRIPTION

The “Discipline” ( 2021) is part of an ongoing body of work that started in 2014 under the general title

BIO

Margarita Myrogianni studied at the Athens School of Fine Arts (BA), at Vakalo School of Art and Design (BA) and at Slade School of Fine Art,

“Punishments”. In this series Myrogianni uses as a medium ink on paper to express the imposition of an undesirable
outcome, meted out by an authority, in contexts ranging from child discipline to criminal law.

University College London (MFA). She has presented her work in solo and group exhibitions in Great Britain, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, France,
Norway, China and Greece. Recently, Margarita Myrogianni has also been producing small-scale objects and jewellery, referencing found objects
and mythical motifs. She collaborates with museums and institutions such as the Acropolis Museum, the British Museum, Benaki Museum, the
Museum of Cycladic Art, the Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art, B&M Theocharakis Foundation, Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural
Centre and the National Theatre of Greece.

Artist:		

Alice Palaska

Title:		
		

Missing Them Every Day, 2020
knitted pieces of clothes, permanent markers, 210x480x12 cm

DESCRIPTION

During quarantine we witness a period of isolation and restrictions of freedoms that were up until now commonsensical. We were
removed from the physical contact of our loved ones since it became impossible to see them. Our lives altered as the announcement of the death-count on a statistical basis became daily reality. Families were unable to say their last goodbye at a funeral, or
share the experience of giving birth to their upcoming child, greeting it as it meets life, all the while people who lived by themselves
felt helpless and lonelier than ever before.
“Missing them every day” is a project which I worked on during the first stages of this new way of life. I converted clothes destined
to be recycled, knitting, weaving and combining together them into ragged figures. This manual labor resembles creations from
scrap material that people who spend large parts of their lifetimes in prison make.
I constructed these handmade models (which remind of ritualistic uniforms) for the people who are in one way or another absent

BIO

from our lives, taking with them the richness of emotions and the feeling of fulfillment that they offered to us.

Alice Palaska lives and works in Athens, studied at the Fine Art School of Athens- BA Painting, Sculpture and at Concordia University, Montreal, Sculpture, Ceramics and Fibres. She started exhibiting since 1993.
Recent group and solo shows include: 2021, Revalue /I.Part, Francoise Heitsch, Munich | 2019, Aristotle Onassis, Metamorphosis, Annex of the Athens School of
FIne Arts Hydra, Mykonos,(a project by Nicos Charalambidis |2018 Moving Waters, Ekfrasi Gianna Grammatopoulou gallery, Athens| 2017, Report on Cases (curated by Christoforos Marinos), Zoumboulakis galleries, Athens| Dwellings and Imprints, Francoise Heitsch, Munich| 2016, Flying Over The Abyss (curated by Dimitris
Palaiocrassas), NEON, Athens Conservatoire| 2015 Terrapolis (curated by Iwona Blazwick), NEON and Whitechapel Gallery, French School, Athens| Broken Identities/ Breathing Space, Francoise Heitsh, Munich, Bazaars, Martinos Antique and Fine Art gallery, Athens.

ΒΙΟ

Maria Papadimitriou is a Greek contemporary visual artist.
After graduating with an honours degree in painting from
the École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts (ENSBA),

Artist:		

Papadimitriou Maria

Title:		

ALTER EGO, 2020

Paris, Papadimitriou began practicing as a visual artist in
1989. She uses the medium of painting sculpture, installation,
public art, video and photography to realise her artworks.
She is known as an artist for her ability to investigate
collaborative projects and collective activities that highlight
the interconnection between art and social reality. She

DESCRIPTION

teaches at the Dept. of Architecture, University of Thessaly,

ALTER EGO
HAVING A CHAT WITH MY ALTER EGO AS IT LOOKS ON MY HOLDING TWO PAIRS OF SCISSORS AND SLOWLY

she is the founder of T.A.M.A. (Temporary Autonomous
Museum for All) 1998 and SOUZY TROS Art Canteen. Since
2017 she is the co-leader artist at Victoria Square Project in

CUTTING MY HAIR. SOMETIMES IT ENCOURAGES ME AND AT OTHER TIMES, IT TRIES TO STOP ME.

collaboration with the american artist Rick Lowe. In 2003

The theme is change of self-image, through body Interference, a kind of disfigurement. This image is a kind of

she won the DESTE prize for contemporary Greek art and ιn

game I am playing with myself. The deeper message being the thin borderline between paranoia and extremist
self-expression. It is essentially: a parody of loneliness and isolation, and the existential void which evolves from the
present situation.

2016 she was awarded with the rank of “Officier dans l’Ordre
des Palmes Academiques” by the French government.
Papadimitriou’s work has been shown internationally in
private and public institutions, including NEON organisation,
Athens, Greece (2021), Gherdëina Biennal, Ortisei, Italy

This artwork was created in the context of ENTER project, an initiative of Onassis Foundation. Onassis Stegi
and Onassis USA give artists from all around the world 120 hours to create from home a series of new original
commissions; sharing their new reality. Let’s ENTER.

(2020), Mario Merz foundation, Torino (2020 -21) and (2019),
Cycladic Museum, Athens ( 2017), Onassis foundation New
York, (2016), 56th Venice Biennial, Italy (2015), DESTE
foundation, Greece (2014), Museum of Contemporary Art,
Marseille, France.(2012), Louisiana Museum of Modern Art,
Denmark (2011), Royal Academy of Arts, London (2010-11),
The Haifa Mediterranean Biennale, Israel (2010), 10th Lyon
Biennial, France, Kunsthaus Graz, Austria.(2009), 7th Gwangju
Biennale, Gwangju, Korea (2007). 1st Thessaloniki Biennale
of Contemporary Art (2007). 1st Bienal de Arquitectura Arte
Paisaje de Canarias (2006-7). Pavilion of Contemporary Art,
Milan (2006), Bâtiment d’Art Contemporain, Geneva (2007).
EPO Munich (2006). MM Projects Rincon, Puerto Rico (2004).
Olivetti Foundation, Rome (2004). Museo Reina Sofia,
Madrid (2004). Manifesta04, Frankfurt (2003), 25th Sao Paulo
Biennial (2002)

painting at the Athens School of Fine Arts (19982003). In 2010 he obtained a postgraduate degree
in Fine arts from the same institution. Since 2000 he
has been a member of the Filopappou group. He has
also studied nursery and he has worked as a nurse for
eleven years in a few hospitals of Athens. He has done
11 solo exhibitions in Greece and abroad. One of the
dozens of collective exhibitions he has participated in

Artist:		



Panagiotidi Malvina

Title:		Party V, 2020, Pencil and ink on cotton paper, 55x42cm, 2020, Courtesy of the artist
and Crux Galerie Athens

is also the current exhibition The Tides of theCentury/
Thesis-Antithesis-Synthesis on the Ocean Flower Island
in Hainan, China, curated by Katerina Koskina. Among
the latest ones are Theorems at the National Museum
of Contemporary Art in Athens, curated by Tassos
Koutsouris, The Garden Sees at the Athens Concert
Hall, curated by Anna Kafetsi, and others such as
Drawing Now, Art Rotterdam, CI Istanbul etc.

DESCRIPTION

ΒΙΟ

Born in 1970. Lives and works in Athens. He has studied

On the floor of some undefined space we see four feet. On close observation, one realizes that, due to their
placement, these feet belong not to two but three people. So, it’s a gathering of three, in a dark and undefined
space – they are probably naked. A small, intimate party is in progress this piece, following up the designs for
my latest solo exhibition Pole|Hole|Ball in 2021 in Athens, with homosexuality as its theme. How is homosexuality
expressed in spaces of confinement though? Well, it is usually expressed covertly in such spaces, often maybe even
intensely, since it is for long periods of time that people of the same sex must coexist. Sometimes as an expression
of orientation, sometimes as an instrument of manipulation.

Papadopetrakis
		Euripides
Title:		
		
		

Foldable Cathedral
hyper-realistic prop, silicone, human hair, 25x10x10.5cm, 2020
(part of the project ‘the function of unfruitful expectations’)

DESCRIPTION

Artist:		

One can have his personal temple-shelter or his place of confinement, within his own body. It represents the medium of answers.
Its anatomical form is the building that will protect him, his bones, the frame of the ship that will carry him and the container is the
folded spread of his body, like a modern version of an ark, which protects his answers. The container and the man, the body and
the mind, is a relation of object and subject. The fleshy container as containing and spiritual consciousness as content, a box containing the product. Their anatomical position resembles the floor plan of a cathedral. The hyper-realistic container prop (foldable
cathedral), borrows from the human flesh, the body becomes the medium of transport for our camouflaged completions. It acts as a

BIO

symbol of encapsulation, an imprisoned anticipation inside the body itself, an oppressed spirit.
Euripides Papadopetrakis (1988) is a visual artist based in Athens. He has obtained his Bachelor’s and Master’s in Fine Arts at the Athens School of Fine Arts
where he studied painting, printmaking, typography and artist books. He has also attended several workshops and seminars related to artistic bookbinding and
has been awarded in printmaking and book binding competitions. His work focuses on printing methods, figurative painting and the construction of hyper-realistic sculptural props. His research and references are directly related to science, both from an aesthetic point of view and as a commentary through a paradoxical visual thinking, based on the dialogue between the logical and metaphysical. He has participated in numerous exhibitions in Greece and abroad and he has
collaborated with various organizations, such as the Onassis Cultural Centre. He is a co-founder of Driokolaptis project (2017), and the artist-run space KOREN
process space (2020).

Warsaw. She studied at the University of the Arts
London and the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw
and her artistic practice includes sculpture, films,
installations and also curatorial, collaborative and
research projects.
In her work she examines the relation of the public and
the intimate through spatial and social narratives and
genealogies, and for her PhD she researched postwar
modernist architecture and policies employed on
affective and family narratives.
She has exhibited work in galleries and institutions

Artist:		

Papamichali Tereza

Title:		
‘Because Redacted #5’, 2018-2020
		Hemp strings, wool and cotton threads on brass rods and birch wood, 25 x 25 cm

such as the Athens Biennale, the Centre for
Contemporary Art in Warsaw, the Thessaloniki
Museum of Photography in Greece and on awarded
film productions of the Thessaloniki International Film
Festival. She has also worked on research projects like
‘Regarding Nicolas Calas’, ‘Alexander Iolas – Villa Iolas’
with artist collective ‘Filopappou Group’, ‘Plac zabaw /
Playground’ and others.
www.terezapapamichali.net

DESCRIPTION

ΒΙΟ

Tereza Papamichali is an artist based in Athens and

‘Because Redacted #5’ is part of a series of prints, drawings, model constructions and weavings investigating Cold
War structures and practices. This work is based on declassified and sanitised intelligence reports on the people and
the politics involved in the reconstruction of war-torn cities compiled during the first years of the Cold War. Those
redacted and delineated reports filled with jet-black strips or white cover-up tapes, would present a fascinating
abstraction of plenum and vacuum if not for the fact that the omitted text is concealed information, confidential,
critical and for some damning.
These formations in the redaction offer an aestheticised approach, nevertheless these lines, strips and smudges
could not be perceived as asemic calligraphy devoid of meaning but as evidence devoid of their message. The resulting work of the weavings, the drawings, the prints, the formal and structural elaboration of those reports could
function as publishing devices and transmission systems, speculating on what was extracted and omitted.

ΒΙΟ

Eftihis Patsourakis was born in Crete, Greece in 1967.
He studied for his BA in painting at Athens School
of Fine Arts (1993 – 1998) and his MA in Fine Art

Artist:		
Title:		

Patsourakis Eftihis

at Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design,

Horizon, 4 found photographs, 10 x 49.7 cm, 2015-2021

(with Michael Anastassiades), Rodeo Gallery (2014),

London (1999 – 2000). He lives and works in Athens.
His solo exhibitions include: Doings on Time and Light,
Liste, Basel (with Ian Law), Rodeo Gallery (2013), Art

DESCRIPTION

Forum Berlin, Rodeo Gallery (2010), Desire For Truth,

Horizon series is constructed from discarded photographs from the late 1970s and early 1980s when inexpensive
snapshot cameras first became popular. The photographs represent the desire for this new gadget and its

Eleni Koroneou Gallery, Athens (2010), Problems Of
Everyday Life, Rodeo Gallery(2008), History In Memory,
Eleni Koroneou Gallery, Athens (2007).

mnemonic capabilities, but also an absence of aesthetic training and knowledge on the part of their original

A selection of his participation in Group shows

authors. Patsourakis appropriates these images to examine the social realities of the new middle class of the post-

includes: The Same River Twice: Contemporary Art in

dictatorship era, arranging them as a continuity of horizons. While the images ostensibly depict scenes of leisure

Athens, DESTE Foundation at Benaki Museum, Athens

or family holidays they also reveal what the artist refers to as a point of view from below. Patsourakis is the author

(2019), All Souls Day part II, Rodeo, Piraeus (2019), WE,

of these works, but not the authority, identifying with the photographers, rather than using their efforts as an ironic

Rodeo, London (2018), Through the Fog: Descripting

gesture. The works invite viewers to confront these scenes and their subjects and by extension their socio-political
identities. Eirene Efstathiou artist and Evita Tsokanta curator.

the Present, State of Concept, Athens (2016), Dirty
Linen, DESTE Foundation at Benaki Museum, Athens
(2015), The space between, Locus Athens, Doxiadis
School, Athens (2014), Reverb: New Art from Greece,
SmFa,Boston, U.S.A (2014), Nautilus, Βozar, Brussels
(2014), DESTE Foundation prize, Museum of Cycladic
art, Athens (2011), Double Double, Workspace Gallery,
Gateshead, U.K. (2011), Une Idee, Une Forme, Un Etre
– Poesie/Polique Du Corporel, Migros Museum, Zürich,
Switzerland (2010), BYOB, Kunsthalle Athena, Athens
(2010), Paint-Id, Macedonian Museum of Contemporary
Art, Athens (2009), Expanded Ecologies, National
Museum of Contemporary Art, Athens (2009), The
Last Image, Centre Régional D’art Contemporain
Languedocroussillon, Sete, France (2009).

and engraving at the Athens School of Fine Arts with a
scholarship from the State Scholarship Foundation from
1992-97. Master in Arts in Athens School of Fine Arts with
a post graduate scholarship from the State Scholarship
Foundation for the years 2003-04, with Tassos Christakis
as her supervising professor. She has held solo exhibitions
in Athens curated by Manos Stefanidis, Dora Iliopoulou-

Artist:		

Pavlopoulou Helene

Title:		

The Poet, 2021

DESCRIPTION

ΒΙΟ

Studied painting with Dimitris Mytaras as her teacher

In work ‘’The Poet’’ there is an allegory and a metafora of the artist as a deer, a double testimony in their role in

Rogan, Eleni Gatsa, in Paris curated by Syrago Tsiara and
Thalia Vrachopoulos, in Constantinople, in Brussels under
the Auspices of the Greek Presidency of the Council of the
E.U. curated by the Hellenist Spanish writer Pedro Olalla.
She has also taken part in numerus Art Fairs, Art London,
Art Athina, Art Istanbul, Busan Art Fair in South Korea
etc. and in Biennale of Woman Contemporary Artists in
Trieste in 2019, Biennale of Contemporary Art of Genova
2021 and group exhibitions in Museums. As in Museum
of Contemporary Art of Thessaloniki, Frissiras Museum
Athens, Katsigras Museum, Larissa,Greece, National Gallery
of Athens, National Museum of Art of China, Beijing etc.
Also she had her first presentation in NY in the exhibition
‘’Woman, Mother, Daughter, Wife, Friend…’’ invited by
the global Art Historian and curator Thalia Vrachopoulos
at the President’s Gallery , Jay College in NY. In 2017

balancing the ecosystem through history. Fragments of art pieces,of sculptured ancient reliefs are falling in a forest
and in timespace while there is a control eye by the people of the state power, emphasising the missing Democracy.
There is a verse of the Greek poet George Seferis.
The poem Summer Solstice III shows his anger over where Greece was heading, but the poem is at the same time
quite intimate. While very much a proud Greek, Seferis was a convinced democrat and refused to publish anything
under the dictatorship.
‘’ὁ ποιητὴς
χαμίνια τοῦ πετοῦν μαγαρισιὲς
καθὼς βλέπει τ᾿ ἀγάλματα νὰ στάζουν αἷμα.

participated in the Biennale of Beijing at the National

Πρέπει νὰ βγεῖς ἀπὸ τοῦτο τὸν ὕπνο·

Art Museum of China invited by the State Museum of

τοῦτο τὸ μαστιγωμένο δέρμα.’’

Contemporary Art of Thessaloniki in exhibition ‘’The Body
The Soul The Place’’, curated by Maria Tsantsanoglou

‘’the poet

and Syrago Tsiara. Works by Helene Pavlopoulou are to

street kids pelting him with dirt

be found in private and public Collections, such as, inter

As he sees the statues dripping blood.

alia, the Art Collection of the National Bank of Greece

You must escape from this sleep;

in Athens and London, the Bank of Piraeus Group, the
Copelouzos Family Museum, the Frissiras Museum, the

this flogged skin.

Thessaloniki State Museum of Contemporary Art, The

that the work is conceptually connected.’’

American School of Classical Studies at Athens and many
collections in Europe and USA.

Artist:		

Pelias Anastasia

Title:		
		
		

Star (for Syrita), 2018
oil and oil stick on canvas, 67 x 67”
Collection of Newcomb Art Museum of Tulane University, New Orleans, Star (for Syrita)

DESCRIPTION

In 2019 Anastasia Pelias was commissioned by the Newcomb Art Museum of Tulane University in New Orleans to
create an artwork in collaboration with Syrita Steib for the exhibition “Per(Sister): Incarcerated Women of Louisiana.”
This show originated at the Newcomb Art Museum under the leadership of museum director Monica Ramirez-Montagut with assistance from curator Laura Blereau, and was developed in equal partnership with Syrita Steib and
Dolfinette Martin, two previously incarcerated women. Artists were chosen by previously incarcerated women (PerSisters) to collaborate on an artwork by responding to the PerSisters’ stories. The premise of this powerful exhibition
was to bring attention to the prison systems in Louisiana which has one of the highest incarceration rates in the
United States. The Per(Sister) exhibition traveled to the Ford Foundation in New York in 2020.
Steib, after serving almost ten years in prison from the age of 18-29, founded a non-profit called Operation Restoration that advocates for women both in prison, and those who have been recently released.

Making a painting about Syrita, for Syrita. Listening to her sweet voice telling her story, past and present. In my
studio I listened to the same music Syrita listened to on her Walkman while she was in prison – Mary J. Blige, Lauryn
Hill, Erykah Badu, Kelly Price. Like most music, the sentiments of Syrita’s playlist revolved around love, around loss.
I attempted to channel some sense of what she must have felt hearing those sentiments while incarcerated – the impossibility of not knowing if and when she might once again have those experiences expressed in the lyrics of those

ΒΙΟ

DESCRIPTION

Artist Statement

Anastasia Pelias was born in 1959 in New Orleans, Louisiana to a Greek immigrant mother and a first generation Greek-American father. Pelias is an
interdisciplinary artist whose studio practice involves oil paintings on canvas, works on paper, sculpture, sound, scent, video and site-specific and site-responsive
installations. Her work examines personal history, familial relationships and human ritual. She unapologetically embraces subjects of love, sex, death, destiny,
and the human experience – in particular the female experience. The dual cultural identity of both her native and ancestral roots in New Orleans and Skopelos,
Greece profoundly inform her work, especially Greek rituals and ideas about fate and destiny as well as the rich pageantry of the Afro-Caribbean culture in New
Orleans. Pelias is interested in deep ancestral connections that are ever-present and that resonate even if they are not always understood.
Pelias received her BFA from the Newcomb College of Tulane University in 1981 and her MFA from the University of New Orleans in 1996. Her work has been

songs.

featured in notable exhibitions throughout the United States including The Whole Drum Will Sound: Women in Southern Abstraction at the Ogden Museum of

The dimensions of the canvas are 67 x 67 inches, the measurement of Syrita’s height and wingspan. My intention in

Southern Art in 2018, and Per(Sister): Incarcerated Women in Louisiana at Newcomb Art Museum in 2019 which traveled to the Ford Foundation Gallery in 2020.

making this painting was to express the essence of Syrita. Female. Fighter. A relentless advocate for women, an im-

In 2018, she was commissioned by the McNay Art Museum in San Antonio, Texas to make a site-specific sculpture and land painting installation.

passioned mother. A formidable force of nature.

Pelias was an artist in residence at The Hambidge Center for Creative Arts and Sciences, GA (2018), Skopelos Foundation for the Arts, Greece (2019), and the
Joan Mitchell Center, New Orleans, LA (2020). She presented solo exhibitions (2017/2019) at Jonathan Ferrara Gallery in New Orleans, where she has an upcoming

This project tells the story of Syrita Steib, and was commissioned by the Newcomb Art Museum of Tulane University
on the occasion of the exhibition Per(Sister): Incarcerated Women in Louisiana.

solo exhibition (2021). Recent museum acquisitions include the McNay Art Museum and Newcomb Art Museum. Her work appears in the permanent collections at
the New Orleans Museum of Art, the Ogden Museum of Southern Art, New Orleans, the Mobile Museum of Art, Alabama, Newcomb Art Museum, the McNay Art
Museum, and in private and public collections worldwide.
Pelias is a featured artist in the upcoming Prospect.5 Triennial 2021-22, where she is creating an immersive multi-media site-specific installation. Her project is
being funded by the Mellon Foundation.
www.anastasiapelias.com

ΒΙΟ

Elena Penga is one of Greece’s most dynamic and
most produced playwrights. She also writes fiction
and directs for the stage. In 2012 she received the

Artist:		
Title:		

Penga Elena

prestigious Ourani award of the Greek Academy

Pornstar

The Untrodden was official entry for Greece in Best

of Letters for her book of prose poems Tight Belts
And Other Skin (Agra Publications). Her short story
European Fiction 2017, published by Dalkey Archive

DESCRIPTION

Press, U.S.A and her prose poems have been included

Pornstar is set in contemporary Greece. With its rich, literary language, the play unveils the secret stories of
pornstars, the stars of an artificial world full of clichés, a reflection of our loneliness. Refraining from stereotypes

in Austerity Measures, New Greek Poetry, published
by Penguin and The Penguin Book of the Prose Poem.
She has written a novel, three books of short fiction

and without passing judgment, Penga goes beneath the façade of a faceless industry to shed light to these people’s

and nine books of plays plus her work has been

stories, revealing their quest for an authentic identity, a quest that is at once mysterious and moving.

translated in English, German, Spanish, French, Italian,

The play premiered in Athens Epidaurus Festival in 2018. The excerpt presented here in English is translated from the

Swedish, Dutch. Her debut novel: Athens-Delhi-Athens,

Greek by Jacob Moe.

published by Agra Publications, in 2019, has received
very warm reviews. Elena is represented by Nordlyset
Literary Agency, USA.
Jeff Ricketts is a League-trained Film, Television and
Theater actor. While in New York he was a company
member of Richard Schechner’s East Coast Artists.
Under Schechner’s direction he played the title role
in FAUSTGASTRONOME which played in New York,
London, and Glasgow. Representative roles include
the title role in Zastrozzi, the Master of Discipline, by
George Walker, Nasty Interesting Man in Eurydice
by Sarah Ruhl, and Fick in Balm in Gilead by Lanford
Wilson.
In film Jeff recently played Reverend Silas Fist in the
western, A Town Called Purgatory, directed by Matt
Servitto. He currently lives in Vienna, Austria with his
wife and two children.

in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. He studied at the
Athens School of fine Arts; the Piet Zwart Institute
in Rotterdam; the Sandberg Institute in Amsterdam.
Pittas has been an artist-in-residence at the Center for
Curatorial Studies at Bard College in Annandale-on-

Artist:		

Pittas Antonis

Hudson, New York; and is currently Honorary Fellow of
the Faculty of Humanities, University of Amsterdam,

Title:		

Hands Act, 2015

DESCRIPTION

ΒΙΟ

Antonis Pittas (1973, Athens, Greece) lives and works

In Hands Act Antonis Pittas combines imagery of hands by Bauhaus architect Herbert Bayer with newspaper

Amsterdam where he is currently researching
and producing work under the rubric ‘Recycling
History (contemporising history/historicising the
contemporary)’.
Recent and forthcoming solo exhibitions have been
held at Centraal Museum, Utrecht (2021); Van Doesburg
House, Paris (2020); Significant Other, Vienna (2019);
Annet Gelink Gallery, Amsterdam (2018); Hordaland
Kunstsenter, Bergen (2017);
Antonis has contributed to group exhibitions at; EKO8

photographs of tie-wrapped doctors who, in accordance with the oath they took, helped injured protesters
in Istanbul. With the photos Pittas creates a work that shows the limitation of freedom and the failure of early
modernist ideologies of a better world. Pittas photographed his own fingers tied together showing that the
expressions of the artists are also limited.

International Triennial of Art and Environment, Maribor

Artist statement:

(2021); Benaki Museum, Athens (2021) Amsterdam

The work of Antonis Pittas focuses on contemporary social and political issues and is characterized by a strong

museum, Amsterdam (2020); Ronny Van de Velde

sense of history. He mainly creates context-sensitive spatial installations that are influenced by architecture and

Gallery, Antwerp (2020); State Hydrometeorological
Institute, Skopje (2020); MOMus-Experimental

design, art-historical references, the performative aspects of installation art and its social dynamics. Central to Pittas’

Center for the Arts, Thessaloniki (2019); Museum of

practice is the question of how the past relates to the present, and vice versa. Moments of destruction, decay and

Contemporary Art, Skopje (2019); Manifesta 12, Palermo

resistance from history play an important role in this. He explores topics such as security and control, economic

(2018); MACRO Museum Testaccio, Rome (2017); BAK,
Utrecht (2017); Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven (2017);

crises and acts of resistance, as well as violence and vandalism. More of a viewer than an «activist», Pittas mainly
researches how historical events and social movements repeat themselves throughout history.

Plumi Tula

Title:		

Inside, looking out, 2021

		

Bamboo sticks, thread, 46x17x19 cm

DESCRIPTION

The work deals with the perspective of someone being inside, the concepts of introspection and isolation. It also
relates to the matters of view, vision, thought and memory. It is made of bamboo sticks and threads and it proposes

BIO

Artist:		

Tula Plumi was born in 1980 in Heraklion, Crete and currently lives
and works in Berlin. She has studied in Athens School of Fine Arts.

bent and curved structures, open and closed forms – resembling a vessel or a shelter. The work itself is a gesture; it

Recent shows include: Overturned at Art Geneve, Weavings at

is an action of concealment and an attempt of protection.

Museum Benaki 2019 Athens, Bed Manners at Kunstpunkt, Berlin

Tula Plumi´s works aim to create abstract spatial situations and relate to their position and placement in the archi-

2019; Jelato for all, Jelato gallery, Mallorca 2019, A Museum - A

tectural space. They wish to explore issues of performativity and behavior through the development of a gestural

History of 100 Years - Museum of Modern Greek Culture, Athens

language which implies states of possible narrations and reflections of thoughts. They aim to show a hint of theat-

2018. Her work has been shown at Musee national d’art modern

ricality and refer to the echo of an action or a bodily movement. Objects endeavor to indicate behavioral interrela-

Centre Pompidou, Emst National Museum of Contemporary Art ,

tions in the context of public or private social sphere.

Athens, Daimler Contemporary, Berlin; Kunsthalle Athena, Athens
Biennale 3.

Chelsea College of Art and Design, London, UK and BA Hons from School
of Fine Arts in Thessaloniki, GR. In her sculptures, installations, drawings, photography and performances, she perceives the “body-sexuality-form-existence-ethics-politics-identity-poetry” as one and inseparable
whole. Seemingly playful, the works thrive on the possibility that arises

Artist:		

when materials, performative gestures and references become potential
material for an open fragmented narrative making and they examine delicate moments of uncertainty and the struggle of the “I-body/you-body/

Sachini Nana

Title:		
		

Dare to fly, Dare to flow, Dirty flew, 2020
Scanned sculpture, broken balloons, body/skin traces
Digital print on plastic canvas, 140X90cm

DESCRIPTION

BIO

Nana Sachini holds a Master and a PostGraduate Diploma in Fine Art from

Scanning captures the moment of creation in a very intimate way and distance. A scan lasts almost as a deep breath, as the head of

it-body/the Other-body” in states of emergency or on the edge of a situation. Her work has been featured in exhibitions in Greece, U.K., Germany,
U.S.A., Austria, Lebanon and Cyprus, such as: “Mr Robinson Crusoe stayed
home”, The Benaki Museum (2021), “Construction Site of Exceptional Feelings”, The Breeder Gallery, Athens (2020), ‘Caritas Romana”, Thessaloniki
International Film Festival (2018), “Shared Sacred Sites”, Macedonian
Museum of Contemporary Art (now MOMus), Thessaloniki (2017) “Hypnos
Project”, Onassis Cultural Centre, Athens (2016),”Aeropagus Konigin, Parallel Vienna, Vienna (2015) “The body and other short stories” - the Performance in the Collection of State Museum of Contemporary Art, CACT,
(2015), “Reverb: New Art from Greece, SMFA, U.S.A. (2014), a.antonopoulou.art gallery, Athens (solo, 2014 and 2011), Thessaloniki Biennale4 of Contemporary Art (2013), Remap4 (solo, 2013), Kunsthalle Athena (2012) etc.
Her works have been placed in: DD Collection-D.Daskalopoulos, Museum
of Modern Art- Costakis Collection (MOMus), Museum of Contemporary
Art- Collections of the Macedonian Museum(MOMus) and other private
collections. She is a founding member of KangarooCourt, a live-art group
and she is based in Athens.
http://nanasachini.blogspot.com/

the light passes and “licks” the lying objects. And almost as an exhale as it returns to its original position. The space of the scanner
is a confined enclosed topos where objects, (my)body parts, sculptures and everyday relics occupy a weird type of time and space
– seeming fixed as in a tableau and on the brink of being used or explained and therefore strangely “in place”.
In this specific composition an imaginary being -grotesque and genderless- that is invested with human traits (face, breasts, clown’s
nose) coexists in this dark confined space with broken balloons. Furthermore the space has a foggy allure, created by the traces-dirt
of my body that leaned on the scanner’s glass.
The figure is struggling to spell out it’s voice, the balloons remind us of childhood innocence as well as what it means to breathe
and the body traces as reminiscences of the touch and the skin. All these elements are used to communicate an inner struggle, a
bloodless violence made potent by its silence and they create a topos between desire and repulsion, innocence and depravity, imbued with hidden irony.
In this imaginary state where everything is volatile, questionable and possesses an ambiguous state of being (“in between”), the
work-image suggests various states of psychological and physical disarray.

ΒΙΟ

Georgia Sagri is an artist and activist. She is one of the
founding members of Occupy Wall Street in New York.
Her research practice IASI (Recovery) was launched

Artist:		

Sagri Georgia

Title:		

Semiotics of the Household, 2018

in January 2020, at Mimosa House in London and was
consequently hosted at Tavros, Athens and de Appel,
Amsterdam (2021). Sagri has exhibited internationally
in distinguished museums and institutions including
Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam (2021), Kunsthalle Wien,
Vienna (2020), Kunsthalle Basel, Switzerland (2020),
Portikus, Frankfurt (2018), Kunstverein Braunschweig,

DESCRIPTION

Germany (2017, 2018), Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna (2019,

In the video documentation of her droll yet intensely poignant Semiotics of the Household, 2018, the artist is

2020), Kunsthalle Basel, Basel (2020, 2014), Museum

seen on a quiet Lower East Side street at sunset removing her possessions one by one from her wheeled carry-on

of Cycladic Art, Athens (2017), Museum of Modern

suitcase, right down to her cosmetics and passport, and using them to draw a line across the street before packing

Art, Warsaw (2016, 2013), Sculpture Center, New York
(2016), KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin (2016,

them up and repeating the process. Aux barricades indeed; the personal is political, even the toiletries. Sagri’s act

2015), Forde, Geneva (2015), MoMA PS1, New York

temporarily, gently impedes the flow of traffic; a blockage in the system is created—a minor-key reprise of, say, the

(2013), Guggenheim, Bilbao (2011), MoMA, New York

occupation of a city park. Reaction from drivers is generally patient; even a garbage truck waits unhonking for her
to move out of the way. But after an hour, the NYPD arrives and summarily finds a reason to handcuff a woman with

(2011), Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art,
Thessaloniki (2011), DESTE Foundation, Athens (2006).
She has participated in documenta 14 (2017), Manifesta

a thick accent acting aberrantly in public. While her responses to the police’s queries are mostly smiling and blandly

11 (2016), Istanbul Biennial (2015), Lyon Biennale (2013),

circular, when the cuffs go on she appears to break character for just a moment, declaring to an off-camera friend, “I

Whitney Biennial, New York (2012), Thessaloniki

cannot be arrested,” hinting at the visa troubles she had after Occupy.

Biennale (2011) and Athens Biennale (2007). Sternberg
Press published her first monograph on the occasion
of her solo shows “Georgia Sagri Georgia Sagri” at

Γεωργία Σαγρή / Georgia Sagri
Semiotics of the Household, 2018
HD video with sound
1’15

the Kunstverein Braunschweig, Germany (2017, 2018)
and “Georgia Sagri and I” at the Portikus, Frankfurt
(2018). She has founded Ύλη [matter] HYLE (hyle.gr), a
semi-public / semi-private space in downtown Athens
(2014-present). Georgia Sagri holds a tenure position in
Performance at the Athens School of Fine Arts.

Artist:		

George Sampsonidis

DESCRIPTION

“I can’t breathe” - “Wanna run from the truth together?” are part of a series of works that address the themes of

ΒΙΟ

Title:		“I can’t breathe”, 2020, Laser engraved acrylic mirror, perspex, led, transformer,
47x37x6 cm

George Sampsonidis (b.1987) is a multidisciplinary artist working in a variety of mediums. He received his BFA from Athens School of Fine

social injustice, racism and political repression in the modern world. These works consist of illuminated text, taken
from current printed and social media. Using a laser engraver, each word is then edged on the back of a mirror. The
interaction between the art work and the viewer’s reflection, creates a tension, as the viewer and their surroundings,
become momentarily, part of the artist’s work.

Arts in 2012 and his MFA in Audiovisual Arts from Ionian University in Corfu in 2019. As an artist, George Sampsonidis, uses the juxtaposition
of historical art references and everyday objects, including archive photos from the social realism movement, mass media imagery and text,
in his exploration of existentialism, memory, illusion and utopia. He has presented solo and group exhibitions in galleries and museums such
as Frames of Reference. From the Bank of Greece Collection (Benaki Museum), 16th Athens Digital Arts Festival, A Certain Blue of the Sea is
so Blue that only Blood would be more Red (Ionian Parliament), senses - gestures (Kappatos Gallery), Conatus (Genesis Gallery), AEGEANALE
(Kivotos Art Projects), Invisible Troupe (Museum of Modern Egyptian Art), Talking about the future (Melina Cultural Center). Also, he
participated in art fairs such as Art-Athina and Beirut Art Fair represented by Kappatos Gallery. He currently lives and works in Athens.

“Wanna run from the truth together?”, 2021, Laser engraved acrylic
mirror, perspex, led, transformer, 47x37x6 cm

Artist:		

Sarra Katerina

DESCRIPTION

Concrete turns blue and hazy gray transforms into a sea of optimism. Silence now looks like the sound of the sea that travels you

BIO

Title:		
Untitled”, 2017
		Oil on canvas, 165cm x 215cm

Katerina Sarra was born in Athens, Greece (b.1982) where she lives and works. She began her studies at the Athens School of Fine Arts in 2013, in Sculpture under

and fills you with hope. The eyes of the soul penetrate every wall and can see beyond any obstacle. Art can become the foothold
for the liberation of silence and soul.

the supervision of Nikos Tranos and in Painting under the supervision of Aggelos Antonopoulos, where from she graduated with honours. In December of 2017 a
documentary over her degree show was shown on the Hellenic Parliament Channel (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqRFHzsF_nE). In 2020 she completed her
studies at the Master of Fine Arts at the Athens School of Fine Arts. She has participated in group exhibitions and has been distinguished in competitions.
She also owns a bachelor degree in Nutrition and Dietetics by Harokopio University, Athens.

ΒΙΟ

Martin Sexton has exhibited widely in the UK and
internationally, including Tate Britain, Benaki Museum
Athens, Wolfsonian Museum Miami, Poetry Library,

Artist:		

Sexton Martin

South Bank, London, The Hydra Museum, and the
Economist Plaza for the Contemporary Arts Society
as well as a debut solo exhibition for the 56th Venice
Biennale: ‘Sex with Karl Marx’ at the Gervasuti

Title:

 ISION • ‘ How dreadful knowledge of the truth can be
V
When there’s no help in truth!’ - Sophocles

Foundation. In 2015 he was awarded the Tithe Grant
by The Blake Society judged by the filmmaker Sir Alan
Parker. He recently made a large-scale installation

DESCRIPTION

for Sir Terrance Conran in London, a working active

This still of Edward Snowdon graphically carries Sophocles exclamation mark (!) which is often rendered in transliteration of his quote

simulacrum of Les Deux Magots in Paris. His writing has

from Oedipus Rex.

been published by, Middlesex University Press, Booth

The work of the Greek playwright Sophocles - critics consider - is imbued with the concept of vision - Is it vision before or after the fact
- or it is both played out as self-fulfilling prophecy. Mass surveillance is also strangely and paradoxically infused with its own white noise
silence - self-muting, trauma, state smothering, monstrous gigantism as mother and father as Statecraft: ideology, order, power, control,
victim, accident...
The digital world is one, where the compliance, the enabling, becomes a great dissolved boundary - where multitudes go willingly
or unknowingly willingly, sleepwalking into Edward Snowdon’s dystopic ‘permanent record.’ Multinational digital states also produce
the Ancient Greek Sophocles prophets in exile. Princes flee too - Prince Harry to a Republic where he hopes the monarchy he was
accidentally born into has little jurisdiction - one perhaps where he may be less likely to mirror the tragic fate of his mother. Snowdon
on the other hand - an American citizen - flees to Moscow and Julian Assange flees at first to exile to a foreign embassy, alas on UK soil,
confined still and finally to extended torture under the auspices of the ‘special relationship’ of a UK client state. These are just the high
profile cases - others are forgotten or invisible - hundreds of thousands, arrested, confined, contained. The high profile cases fascinate
as they are the archetypal products of tragedy, they expose the contradictions and the hypocrisy as blunt instruments or cynical games
- individuals as tools of proxy, nation states too as tools of proxy and the old world game of geo-politics. The digital world is Sophocles
theatre on a global scale - a grand entertainment like no other - but still a distraction, a wonder - but one where no one knows outcome
anymore - even the game theory players it seems are out gamed. The theatre is no longer a fixed stage - but it is still a fixed audience
that is seemingly fluid despite the compliant media - but the play seems strangely dead - whilst the misery remains very real - for who
could play Edward Snowdon, Prince Harry or Julian Assange? In this theatre something though is different- for yes only Julian Assange
can play Julian Assange and only Prince Harry can play Prince Harry on Oprah and of course only Edward Snowdon can play Edward
Snowdon - yet in this digital deep fake world it appears anything rendered can play them.

Clibborn Editions, INQD, Le Document and Verbsap.
Kalied Editions, Aeon/Karnac Books

Artist:		

Sgouromiti Christina

Title:		
		
		

“46 Players”, 2020-2021
47 iron blades (6, 8 & 10 cm x 10cm x 1cm),
oxidized metal sheet (1m x 1,70m) iron framed base

DESCRIPTION

“46 Players” is a minimalist structure consisting of 47 uniquely handcrafted iron blades. The blades are arranged in a
system that resembles strategic or military games. Heavy blades are placed on the front, blocking the way towards
the back and lighter blades through uneven formations. Each piece occupies a unique position and can be moved
independently. The final order reminds of a metal maze, a totemic relic from the Iron Age or a contemporary fragment of an advanced digital machine of surveillance. From Deleuze’s war machine to iron artifacts, creative metallurgy forms the technological lineage that connects history, ethnography and the geopolitics of mining all the way
to the digital era. In this sense, metallurgic machines are connected to all kinds of political, economic and social
assemblages that monitor and affect civil behavior. Deleuze & Guattari have carefully pointed out that there is a
constant communication between the destructive and creative potentialities of metallurgic practices; depending on
the assemblages of other forces they can be tools or weapons. However, there is always an unpredictable factor that
defies any concrete or systematic order and triggers the circuit to clash. As if in a deranged game, one of the players evades the numeric order and reappears at the end line, altering the sequence. Eventually, the piece transforms
to an open seriality, a pure constellation of light, color, shape and grain.

ΒΙΟ

Born in Greece, 1981, Evangelia Spiliopoulou studied
at the Athens School of Fine Arts and attended the
Masters’ degree at the Manchester Metropolitan
University with focus on Drawing . She lived in Athens
between 2000 and 2007 and Manchester between

Artist:		

Spiliopoulou Evangelia

Title:		
		

(Micro) Soft Cells (Baker- Miller Pink), 2021
Digital file/ A0 print out

2008 and 2017. Her work is concerned with various
forms of automatism from physical to psychological
and from technical to manual ranging from installations
to sculptural objects and drawing. Her drawings
have been nominated for the Drawing Room bursary
(2015 and 2011) and were shortlisted at the New

DESCRIPTION

Contemporaries 2010. In 2014 she gained distinction

The effect of colours to our organism is faster and more expanded than one can realise. Tests of behavioural
photobiology detected triggers in variable physiological responses and changes in behaviour after the exposure of
inmates at correctional facilities in the US, to exclusive colours. The particular shade of pink (255, 145, 175 in RGB
scale) successfully demonstrated relaxing effects. Physical and vocal silencing is often mentioned among the effects.
Using the aesthetic options of the Microsoft Office Word programme, (a globally popular means of text formation,
and information dissemination), I compose a silent text/drawing on the exact pink shade; a virtual cell, for the artist,
the beholder and the inmate to experience the tranquil feeling on the occasion of the exposure.

at the Celeste Art Prize (Rome) and her work was
displayed at the State Museum of Contemporary Art
in Athens in a group show outlining the contemporary
generation of Greek artists. In 2017 she had her
second solo institutional show at the Museum and
Art Gallery of Rochdale, following the 2013 first solo
institutional presentation in England where she made
an intervention at the permanent collections hall of the
Bury Museum and Art Gallery. Group shows include
those at the Drawing Room, London (2021); Kunstraum
Am Schauplatz , Vienna (2019); Lokaal01, Antwerp
(2016); Plataforma Revolver , Lisbon (2013); PeepHole
, Milan (2011); Van Abbemuseum Library, Eindhoven
(2010); Contemporary Art Society, London (2010).
evangeliaspiliopoulou.com

Artist:		

Stratou Danae

DESCRIPTION

Title:		
It’s Time to Open the Black Boxes!
		An ongoing project, initiated in Athens in 2012

It’s Time to Open the Black Boxes! is an ongoing, participatory art project founded on the principle of “think global
– act local”. It invites people across the world to submit a Single Word in reply to one of two questions:
“What threatens you the most?”
“What are you most eager to preserve?”
This participatory art project aspires to effect a deeper understanding of our collective condition; to empower
a joint response to the paralysis that is causing us to ‘freeze up’. It activates a dialogue constituting, in itself, a

ΒΙΟ

collective response to our multifaceted predicament. By opening the ‘Black Boxes’ we symbolically bring to light the
Danae Stratou was born in Athens, Greece. She studied Fine Arts and specialized in Sculpture and Installations at Central St. Martins College of Art and Design in

words that reflect what threatens us the most, or that which we are desperately eager to preserve.

London (1983-1988). She taught as Adjunct Professor at the Post-Graduate Program of the Superior School of Fine Arts in Athens (2007-2013).
Her work consists of large-scale site-specific installations and audio-visual environments. She uses various media ranging from digital and audio technology,

The installation comprises 100 black aluminum boxes geometrically positioned on the floor equidistant from another,

video, photography as well as metal and natural materials and elements. The artist uses a minimal, geometric visual language and engages in contemporary

so as to form a rectangular grid. The boxes’ lids are open at an angle. Inside each box a screen is positioned at a

issues such as the climate crisis, immigration, life in contemporary cities, the growth of population, the relation to the environment as well as political and social

450 degree angle in relation to the floor. The boxes are surfaced with translucent mirrors, thus creating the illusion

tensions worldwide. From 1997 until today he has a systematic presence in important group and solo exhibitions internationally.

that they are filled to the rim with a liquid substance. Upon entering the exhibition space the viewer is confronted

Representative of her work are projects such as: Desert Breath (1997), one of the largest land art installations worldwide located in the Sahara Desert, The River

by a mixture of sounds such as beeps, heartbeats, explosions and flat-lines. As one approaches and walks through

of Life (2004), a video installation recording the flow and rhythm of the world’s seven largest rivers, and Cut – 7 Dividing Lines (2007), a photographic installation

the installation it becomes apparent that the screens inside the boxes are displaying words and numbers. Each word

that investigates the connections between politically or religiously divided parts of the world, Upon the Earth Under the Clouds (2017), her largest site-specific
installation in Greece conceived for the Old Mill and the ancient city of Eleusis. She has exhibited widely, including in the 48th Venice Biennale, Italy (1999),
the 1st Valencia Biennale, Spain (2001), La Verriere, (Fondation D’ Enterprise Hermes) -Solo Show, Belgium (2010), Istanbul – Culture Capital of Europe 2010

appears for a few seconds before being replaced by either a numeric countdown or a count-up. As the numbers race
(down toward zero or up to a specially chosen limit), their pace, style and accompanying sounds resemble a ticking

International Program, Turkey (2010), the Adelaide International Festival 2012: Restless, Australia (2012). In 2010 she initiated and co-founded the non-profit

bomb. When the countdown, or count-up, reaches its climax, each box emits the sound of either an explosion or a

organization Vital Space, a global, interdisciplinary, cross-media art platform addressing the pressing issues of our time.

flat-line. These sounds are designed so as to intensify the sensation of tension, crisis, and alarm.

Stylianidou Vassiliea
		 aka Franck-Lee Alli-Tis
Title:		
		
		

Somatic TaleOhrZ. Part I, 2019
Video installation with one video projection HDV, colour, sound.
Duration: 15 min 05 sec

DESCRIPTION

Artist:		

Somatic TaleOhrZ is a text-, sound- and performance based work comprising two video projections.

Within the condition of post-colonial global discontent which is inequally imposed on different areas of the world,

The first video with the title “Who Is the Next Person to Wear It?” is a short fairytale which investigates the relation

this work constructs a fairytale in order to celebrate an embodied garment and the sonic power of language. It

between (queer) desire, embodied home, violence, textile, and exile. The work takes the form of a performance for

explores the significance of the (queer) singularity within the plural (queer) collective desire(s).

the video camera: a song and a dance for a “garment-without-destination”. The fairytalε narrates the life of Faraq

The work was especially conceived for the exhibition “Is It Possible to Exist Outside of Language?” which took

Shayar Alli-Tis Faraz.

place at the Indus Valley School of Art and Architecture in Karachi, Pakistan during August and September 2019.
Organized by the Goethe Institut in Karachi. Curated by Aziz Sohail.

“Faraq Shayar Alli-Tis Faraz, 34 years old, was born in 1985 as an intersex child on the island L-A-Z in the Arabian sea,

Text / Camera / Video editing / Sound composition: Vassiliea Stylianidou

to an Urdu speaking family. S*hir grandmother was a renown Urdu poetess. For the last 15 years Faraq Shayar Alli-Tis

Vocals: littlediva and Franck-Lee Alli-Tis

Faraz has been living in exile in Greece. Faraq Shayar Alli-Tis Faraz uses following pronouns for s*hirself: s*hi, s*hir,

Conception and implementation of the performative garment: Theodora Provopoulou

s*him. S*hi is the becoming of a feminine trans boi.

Performer: Franck-Lee Alli-Tis

In 1989 the island in which s*hi was born, sank.
The evacuation of the island lasted three months.
Τhe 4 years old Faraq moved to the outskirts of Karachi with s*hir entire family.
S*hir mother found a job as a seamstress and pattern designer in an export textile company.
Faraq Shayar Alli-Tis Faraz made a lot of friends in the 15 years s*hi has been living as a trans* boi in Greece. S*hi now
decided to visit Karachi for the first time since s*hi had left. What did s*hi leave behind?”

ΒΙΟ

Vassiliea Stylianidou aka Franck-Lee Alli-Tis studied
Literature and Linguistics at the University of Ioannina
(GR) and Visual Arts (B.F.A., M.F.A.) at the University of
the Arts Berlin. S*he works as a video and installation
artist, using in her* works related artistic media such
as text, sound/music and performance. Her* work
deals with the limits inherent in systems of order and
discipline such as architecture, body, power, family,
gender and language. Her* work has been exhibited
at nGbK, Berlin; Vlaams Cultuurhuis de Brakke Grond,
Amsterdam; SMU Berlin; Indus Valley School of Art and
Architecture in Karachi, Pakistan; Freiraum in der Box,
Berlin; Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin; Haus am
Kleistpark, Berlin; quartier21/MuseumsQuartier, Vienna;
Fotohof, Salzburg; VCA Margaret Lawrence Gallery,
Melbourne; C.R.A.C, Sète (F); KUNSTHALLE ATHENA,
Athens; Onassis Cultural Center, Athens; Macedonian
Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki; National
Museum for Contemporary Art, Athens; State Museum
of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki; Art in General, NYC.
S*he has also participated in the 1. Prague Biennale and
in the parallel program of the Athens and Thessaloniki
Biennials. Since 2018 s*he is co-curator of the feminist
queer project Aphrodite* in Athens.
S*he lives and works in Berlin and Athens
www.stylianidou.com

Artist:		

Tsakiris Antonis

Title:		

Shadow of a Doubt (2021), 42 x 29,7 cm, ballpoint pen on paper

DESCRIPTION

Taped to the wall of my cell are 47 pictures: 47 black

I have the same name as 1 grandfather, 3 cousins, 3 nephews,

faces: my father, mother, grandmothers (1 dead), grand-

and 1 uncle. The uncle disappeared when he was 15, just took

fathers (both dead), brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts,

off and caught a freight (they say). He’s discussed each year

cousins (1st & 2nd), nieces, and nephews. They stare

when the family has a reunion, he causes uneasiness in

across the space at me sprawling on my bunk. I know

the clan, he is an empty space. My father’s mother, who is 93

their dark eyes, they know mine. I know their style,
they know mine. I am all of them, they are all of me;
they are farmers, I am a thief, I am me, they are thee.
I have at one time or another been in love with my mother,
1 grandmother, 2 sisters, 2 aunts (1 went to the asylum),
and 5 cousins. I am now in love with a 7-yr-old niece
(she sends me letters written in large block print, and
her picture is the only one that smiles at me).

and who keeps the Family Bible with everybody’s birth dates
(and death dates) in it, always mentions him. There is no
place in her Bible for “whereabouts unknown”.
Excerpt from the poem “The Idea of Ancestry” by Etheridge Knight

ΒΙΟ

Antonis Tsakiris was born in Athens. He graduated from
the German School of Applied Graphic Arts and Design
- Athens Branch (Gebrauchgraphik der Akademie fuer
das Graphische Gewerbe in Muenchen, Athen) under
Professor Fritz Ludtke.
His work has been presented in solo and group
exhibitions in Greece (Athens, Hydra, Thessaloniki,
Crete, Corfu, Syros) and abroad (Paris, Venice, Palermo,
Trieste).
Works of him are included in the collections of Dakis
Joannou Collection, National Bank of Greece Art
Collection, Imago Mundi (Luciano Benetton Collection),
Kopelouzos Family Museum Collection, Frissiras
Museum Collection, Anthony & Azia Hadjioannou
Collection, Giorgos Vogiatzoglou Collection, as well as
in many other private collections in Greece and abroad.
He lives and works in Athens.

ΒΙΟ

Nana Varveropoulou is a freelance photographer, artist
and a senior lecturer in Photography based in London.
Nana’s work predominantly explores issues relating to

Artist:		

Varveropoulou Nana

Title:		

No Man’s Land, 2015

migration and social justice through the investigation
of personal spaces and individual experiences, often
through the process of collaboration. Her projects
include ‘No Man’s Land” - a collaborative project
that explores experiences of indefinite immigration
detention in Colnbrook Immigration Detention Centre;
‘At Home’ - a project that was inspired by the stories

DESCRIPTION

of several Cypriot refugees who returned to visit

There are currently approximately 2500 people detained under immigration law in the UK. Under this law, a person

their birth homes and villages after thirty years of

can be detained indefinitely. People can be held in immigration detention if their applications to be in Britain are

exile; and ‘228’ - a series of images that explores the

being processed or have been refused. Many are asylum-seekers. Some are waiting to hear if they will be accepted

relationship between architecture, domestic space and
collective memory. Her most recent research project

as refugees. Others have been refused asylum and will be sent back to their countries of origin. Many people in

is “Alternative Provision” a collaborative project

detention cannot return to their countries, even if they want to. Some are stateless, because their country will not

exploring the issue of exclusion from mainstream

accept them back. Under international law stateless people have similar rights to refugees and should be allowed to
stay. Over a period of two years, a number of men detained in Colnbrook Immigration Removal Centre participated
in photography workshops, organised by Nana Varveropoulou, producing photographs that aimed to explore their
experiences of immigration detention. The workshops were based around various themes, which were developed
through group discussions, about the experience and the emotional impact of indefinite immigration detention.
Using digital cameras to create photo-stories, participants were responding to themes that were mutually agreed
and developed such as “Time”, “Powerlessness”, “Patience”, “Insomnia” and “Hope”, among others. While running
workshops, Nana was also given unprecedented access to photograph the centre. Producing her own photographs
of spaces and portraits, Nana created a simultaneous record aiming to explore the ‘outsider’ and ‘insider’s’
perspectives of indefinite immigration detention.

education in the UK in collaboration with students
attending The Boxing Academy - a Pupil Referral Unit
in Hackney. Nana’s work has been published and
exhibited nationally and internationally.
Info - Nana Varveropoulou’s Portfolio

Artist:		

Alexis Vasilikos

Title:		

Oceanic (diptych) , 2021

DESCRIPTION

This diptych is part of a larger series of works that revolve around the oceanic feeling. In a 1927 letter to Sigmund
Freud, Romain Rolland coined the phrase “oceanic feeling”
to refer to the sensation of being one with the universe. This work is a landscape of a state of being, the state of
being free from duality.
Alexis Vasilikos, #2356 (left), 2018, 50x75 cm, Inkjet print on fine art paper, edition of 5+2ap

ΒΙΟ

Alexis Vasilikos, #03072(right), 2019, 50x75 cm, Inkjet print on fine art paper, edition of 5+2ap,

Alexis Vasilikos (b.1977) is an Athens-based visual artist whose work revolves around
peripatetic photography, abstraction, and spirituality. Ηe is represented by CAN
Christina Androulidaki Gallery.

BIO

VASKOS is the common art project of Vassilis Noulas
and Kostas Tzimoulis. It started in Athens in 2014. It
deals with hybridity exploring playfully the notion of
artistic, sexual and national identity. It uses various

Artist:		

VASKOS

media: performance, photography, drawing, video
and ceramics. VASKOS has presented two solo exhi-

		 (Vassilis Noulas
		
		 & Kostas Tzimoulis)

bitions and two art publications.

Title:		
		

lia. His work has been presented at the Athens and

Your tale, sir, would cure deafness, 2021
Video HD, 7min 13sec

Vassilis Noulas is a theatre director and founding
member of the performance group Nova Melancho-

Epidaurus Festival, the Onassis Cultural Center, the
National Opera House, the Athens Biennale, as well as
in squats, apartments and self-managed spaces. He

DESCRIPTION

is the author of five books of poetry and small prose.

In Shakespreare’s play The Tempest, Miranda utters these words in response to Prospero’s story about the failed
attempt on his life. Her powerful words express empathy for her father, but even more so they also indicate her own
sense of shock. After all, this tale belongs to her as well, and her overstatement suggests just how overwhelmed the
story makes her feel.

“The Lair”, first feature film, premiered at the Thessaloniki Festival 2019. In recent years he has taken part
in several bottom-up city movements.
Kostas Tzimoulis is a visual artist based in Athens. He
has presented five solo exhibitions in Athens, Thessaloniki, Belgrade and Sarajevo. He is a member of the
performance group Nova Melancholia. He has taken
part at the Green Park occupancy and co-organized
the DIY Performance Biennial “No Future”. From 2019,
he belongs to the creative team of EIGHT – a critical
institute for arts and politics.

https://vaskosproject.wordpress.com/
https://www.instagram.com/vaskos_/?hl=en

BIO

Nikolas Ventourakis is a visual artist living and working in Athens and
London. His practice situates in the threshold between art and document, in the attempt to interrogate the status of the photographic
image. Central to Ventourakis’s visual work is a denial for a one-way

Artist:		

Ventourakis Nikolas

Title:		‘BRDG’ (Instant Fuji Colour Photographs - Number 2 and Number 3).
BRDG, Untitled, (Instant, 2) 2015, Fuji FP-100C Instant Colour Film, 0,85x10,8 cm Digital Scan

resolution and an invitation to embrace an ambiguous imagery, where
the photographic is not yet real, and the familiar is a projection of a mix
of memory - stemming from both private and media experiences - with
abstract thinking. Ventourakis’ fascination lies in our need for stories to
be conclusive, which cannot but clash with the impossibility for apparent pictures to provide any evidence nor “objective truth”. This is why
his work allows for bias and misinterpretation. Whatever the context - a
gallery, a page or the screen of a computer - his photographic images
seems to have no unanimous foundation and every viewer is left alone
to fill in the missing blanks. Ventourakis completed an MA in Fine Art

DESCRIPTION

(Photography) with Merit at Central Saint Martins School of Arts (2013)

‘BRDG’ consists of photographs of the iconic 6th Street Viaduct in Los Angeles. The artist captured these images
just before its destruction. The viaduct bridge connects the Arts District in Downtown Los Angeles with the Boyle
Heights neighbourhood. The 6th Street Viaduct is immortalised in countless films, photographs and books, including
‘Grease’. Ventourakis continues this exploration of the memory of the place through these photographs, so familiar
yet no longer in existence. The artist took the photographs in this series while in Los Angeles for his Fulbright Scholarship in 2014, but completed the editing process and the making of the artworks as physical pieces in 2021. This
series was the last of 5 photographic projects relating to his time in the city, including ‘La Petit Morte Americaine’
and ‘The Motel’. For “The right to breathe”, Ventourakis has chosen two Instant Colour photographs, a photographic material that, like the bridge itself, is a relic and exists more as a monument of past ideas and ideologies. In the

and is the recipient of the Deutsche Bank Award in Photography (2013).
He was selected for Future Map (2013), Catlin Guide (2014) and Fresh
Faced Wild Eyed (2014) in the Photographers Gallery as one of the top
graduating artists in the UK. In 2015 he was a visiting artist at CalArts
with a FULBRIGHT Artist Fellowship and is a fellow in New Museum’s
IDEAS CITY. He was shortlisted for the MAC International and the BarTur Award. Recently he has exhibited in FORMAT Festival, Derby; the
NRW Forum, Düsseldorf, the Mediterranean Biennale of Young Artists

pictures we faintly see a view of an Art-Deco “obelisk” from the Boyle Heights side of the viaduct. The surface of the

18, the parallel program of the Istanbul Biennale , Hors Pistes 14 at Cen-

photographs was manipulated, by pressing the two frames on each other while the development was taking place,

tre Pompidou, and The Same River Twice, at the Benaki Museum. Since

leaving a mark created by the proximity and extra tension.

2017 he is the artistic director of the Lucy Art Residency in Kavala, and
is co-curator of the project “A Hollow Place” in Athens. He is a 2020
Stavros Niarchos Artworks Fellow and a 2021 Onassis AIR resident artist.

BRDG, Untitled, (Instant,
3) 2015, Fuji FP-100C
Instant Colour Film,
0,85x10,8 cm Digital Scan

Title:		

Carpet Dogs, 2020

In this drawing three dogs look at the camera while lying
on a syrian carpet. Images coming from memory or imag-

BIO

Vereli Eugenia

DESCRIPTION

Artist:		

Eugenia Vereli is a Greek artist who lives and works in Athens, Greece. Her work can be seen as a series of stories which unfold so as to provide a narrative of
how things are, not how they present themselves to be, thereby capturing simple truths of society presented through a prism of traditional folklore elements.

ination, are employed for a narrative that does not intend

Visual references of high-end fashion, snapshots of the veiled simplicity of everyday life, images from the past or images purely derived from the imaginary -

to describe reality but renders it almost automatically in

these all come together in a magnificent way to tell the tall tale of the ‘first impression’ and how that is, in fact, the concealed reality each one thing holds within

the form of a momentary impression.

itself. Deeply concerned with issues of identity and self-identification, gender, social status and sexuality, Eugenia challenges the position one holds in relation to
freedom of self-expression, and expression in the context of freedom of criticism and engagement from afar, liberated from the peer pressure of involvement in
a social entourage. Her creative attempts do not come from indifference, but rather stem from a personal quest from freedom of perception. The artist’s visual
delicacy yet intense manner of narration is innate, and evident, in her story telling. From her ceramic vase creations of great proportions, to rough crayon and
marker sketches alongside attentive pencil drawings, Eugenia portrays her ability to maintain a unique balance between the refined, and the vulgar. Ceramics,
though a conservative approach to some, acts as a rendition of ancient Greek artefacts that portray traditional scenes, closely connected to subjective provocative depictions. In a universe where myths and battles interact with contemporary society as a commentary, pleasures and imperfections are not hidden.

Vlastaras Vassilis

Title:		

THE OTHER SIDE OF ME IS REFLECTED IN NOSTALGIA, 1993, 40cm X 54cm, photo print

DESCRIPTION

Photo print from the performance “The other side of me
is reflected in nostalgia”, took place in the basement of
the new building of the Athens School of Fine Arts before
the work of restoration, April 1993.

BIO

Artist:		

Vassilis Vlastaras is a visual artist. Born in Argos, Greece. Lives and works in Athens. He creates large-scale site-specific installations and he experiments with various media in painting, drawing, photography, video, real time video and sound performances and computer interactive installations. He has taken part in many
exhibitions, projects, solo and group shows in Greece and abroad.

Artist:		

Vorrias Panagiotis

Panagiotis Vorrias was born in Kalamata, Greece, in 1983. He graduated from Athens School of Fine Arts (ASFA) and Master of Fine Arts (ASFA). He participated in group exhibitions in Greece and abroad. He received the Scholarship of State Scholarship Foundation and in 2014 was nominated for the HYam award for
Young Mediterranean Artist. In 2013 participated in the National Museum of Contemporary Art exhibition “Afresh” and in the 16th Biennial of Young Artists from
Europe and the Mediterranean with group PER SE and in 2014 in Imago Mundi project, Benetton Foundation. In 2019 he was selected to the Stavros Niarchos
Foundation Artist Fellowship Award (SNF Artworks) and participated in “Unhappy monuments”, fourteen awardees of the Stavros Niarchos Foundation Artist
Fellowship. Since 2013 he has been a member of the art group “PER SE”. He lives and works in Athens.
The social field, the game, the collectivity in the context of small communities, the romanticism of the unachievable, the rhythm, the motif, the visual percep-

DESCRIPTION

BIO

Title:		Sun’ s communication, 2017
Video Projection / variable dimensions / Duration 3’ 55’’ loupe / 2017

In the distant past, in times of immediate danger or need, people often communicated with each other using solar signals. Despite
the absence of speech, the message between transmitter and receiver was able to travel through space directly. And yet, nowadays,
at a time when modern ways of communication are galloping, one can observe that the essential contact is weakening. The art
project “Sun ‘s communication” describes the person’s anxiety for contact through the use of solar signals. A human figure, holding
with its hands a reflective mirror, sends frontal signals to the viewer or the passer-by. In this way, he, as a receiver, is confronted with
the light signals that he sees suddenly and consequently with the question of the need for communication. One of the first issues

tion, the communication and the language form the basic axis which rule my whole work as a visual artist. The main idea and the frame of my narration define

that the subject is called to face immediately when he is in any form of inclusion is the relationship he develops with others, with

to a great extent the final form as well as the material and the means of the work. The main issue at stake is its open reading and multiple referentiality as to its

society as a whole. So it emits the last signal to those around him, as speech and tangible contact seem to have been deprived or

perception. Through sound and audiovisual installations, video projections, insitu, patterns and art actions in public space of monumental or ephemeral style, the

even failed. The project is a note, a message of urgent need for meaningful contact and redefining the terms of communication.

audience is expected to experience the work and thus bring it to its completion.
Website: http://panagiotisvorrias.com/

Artist:		

Zacharopoulou Katerina

DESCRIPTION

Title:		
The Nightingale of the Emperor of China
		duration 1’.53’’

Painting and video with sound. This video work is inspired by the famous fairy tail of Hans Christian Andersen. The
Nightingale tells the story of the Emperor of China who heard a nightingale sing, saying it was the most beautiful
sound he ever heard. The Emperor of China has an invaluable treasure in his palace: A nightingale singing beautifully. His melodic voice touches the heart of the toughest man. But the emperor doesn’t know that nightingales don’t
live in prison... The nightingale agreed to attend the emperor’s court and sing, eventually staying – that is, until a
bejeweled mechanical gold bird was given to the emperor who then banished the nightingale. The mechanical version breaks down, and the emperor becomes sick – so sick that he is dying. Forgiving the emperor for choosing the
mechanical version, the nightingale returns to sing, healing the emperor. The Nightingale of the Emperor” praises
the value of simplicity, freedom, love and offering to our fellow human beings. My work combines the stillness of the
emperor - who is the Qianlong Emperor (1711-1799), the fifth Emperor of the Qing dynasty - and the engineer-painted nightingale in opposition to the vitality of the true, free-singing, giving life to the imprisoned heroes who remain
silent in the face of the power of truth and love. It is a metaphor of silence that becomes prison and of the voicesoul that becomes freedom by giving healing and forgiveness. Emperors and humble citizens are not exempt from
this rule.

BIO

Katerina Zacharopoulou was born in Athens where she lives and works. She studied at the Art Workshop for Experimental Research in

been awarded by the World Council of Hellenes Abroad for her contribution to the dissemination of Greek creation in the U.S.A. She has ed-

Athens and then she attended educational seminars on contemporary art at the Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris. In 1998 she received

ited educational books on international art collections. Her book «For the things that are missing», with interview transcripts from her shows,

grants from the American Embassy, the Hellenic-American Union and the Chicago Artists International Program, which enabled her to work

was published in 2010 (Agra Publications). She has presented her work in 14 solo exhibitions and has participated in several group shows in

in Chicago (Chicago Cultural Center), where she had the opportunity to exhibit her art and organize educational programs. Her artistic work

Greece and abroad. Selection of solo and group shows include: Museum of Architecture and Design –Chicago, Gallery Bernier/Eliades- Ath-

includes installations, performance, photography, videos, drawings, engraving, paintings and texts She explores the importance of memo-

ens, CACT-Bey Hamam-Thessaloniki, Hydra School project-Hydra, ISET-Athens, Benaki Museum-Athens, Onassis Culture Center, 42nd Salon

ry and subjectivity in art, but also the unique relationship between artist and society, in relation to social customs and practices, history of

de Mont Rouge-Paris, Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design- Chicago USA, Arco 2004 Madrid- Spain, State Museum of

art, fairy tails and the place of women within social reality. One of the characteristic motifs of her art is her ‘Encasements’ series, referring to

Contemporary Art-Thessaloniki, CRAC-Centre Regional D’Art Contemporain Languedoc-Roussilon-France, Athens Biennale 2009&2015, Nation-

closed structures, with obvious theatrical features and allusions to long-standing stereotypes. Alongside her artistic work, she excelled as a

al Portrait Gallery//Washington D.C, Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Center SNFCC Athens, Megaron -The Athens Concert Hall- Annexm,

journalist and presenter of television and radio shows on contemporary art.She has worked with public and private media on art and cul-

Sismanoglio –Istanbul, C.C.A- Museum of Contemporary Art of Crete.

ture programmes. Since 2003, she is producer and presenter of the show The Era of Images for ERT, the Greek state broadcaster , where she
interviews acclaimed Greek and foreign artists and curators. She has taught in many educational institutions, and is particularly interested and
active in the field of education and contemporary art by regularly organizing workshops in museums and other organizations (Athens National
Art Gallery, the National Museum of Contemporary Art EMST, the Benaki Museum, The museum of Cycladic art , NEON, The Swartz Foundation etc). In 2002 she organized the educational program for the Van Abbe Museum collection, presented in Athens Fine Art School. She has

Artist:		

Zafeiropoulos Theodoros

Theodoros Zafeiropoulos was born in 1978. He graduated from the School of Fine Arts, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (1998-2003). He participated in the
Erasmus program in the University of Barcelona (2001). He graduated from the MFA of ASFA (2004-2006). He graduated and was honored with the Paula Rhodes
Memorial Award from the MFA program of the School of Visual Arts, New York USA as recipient of the Fulbright, Gerondelis & Al.Onassis Foundations scholarships (2007-2009). He participated in the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture (2009). In 2016 he concluded his PhD dissertation in the School of Architecture, University of Thessaly. Since 2001 he has presented 10 solo shows and has participated in more than 100 international group shows, residencies, and
projects in Greece, USA, and elsewhere. He received commissions to create site-specific installations in many institutions and Foundations including the Morton

DESCRIPTION

BIO

Title:		Log In, 2010
Medium: Installation, 500 A4 questions, maple syrup, insects, painted chair.
Dimensions: Variable

Zafeiropoulos’ main methods consist in re-approaching art through the factor of failure, as this can be found in modern technological and scientific design. Essentially, every scientific experiment is a series of setbacks, before it finally reaches the correct result,
which may well be reversed at any time with new discoveries or experiments. However, this process also functions as the primary
method of every artistic act, an argumentative, playful questioning of the world, open to possibility and the unexpected. In this way,
a series of works is born based on the artist’s primary idea, his first ‘experiment’, through the gradual transformation of materials
and their circular reorganization. The true poetic and philosophical dimension of bricolage has been used as a basis in his person-

Arboretum in Lisle Illinois, USA, the Museum of Civil Aviation in Athens, Miltech Hellas, Goethe Institut Thessaloniki, Museum of Photography in Thessaloniki and

al creative process. Following an invitation to participate in Skowhegan, an intensive international summer residency for emerging

the G&A Mamidakis Foundation. His artworks are part of many public and private collections in Greece, Switzerland, London, USA, and elsewhere. In 2013 he was

artists founded in 1946 at the state of Maine in the U.S, the artist developed a series of new projects mainly focusing on specific

a resident artist in the Flux Factory in NYC and the USF residency program in Bergen, Norway. In 2013 he was selected to represent Greece in the 16th Biennale

features of the landscape (coasts, lakes and the mountainous and densely wooded inland) as well as the social environment (local

of European and Mediterranean Young Artists entitled Errors Allowed, in Ancona, Italy. In 2014 he participated in the Photo Biennale of the Thessaloniki Museum

and international artistic community). All projects are merely stages of a never-ending artistic experimentation. The works present-

of Photography. In 2017 his project HomeLand presented as a collateral event in the 18th Biennale of European and Mediterranean Young Artists entitled Home,

ed serve as structures around an artificial, contrived “accuracy” and at the same time constitute highly poetic images of a practical-

Conflict, Dream, Failure in Tirana Albania. In 2017 he was elected as Assistant professor in NTUA, School of Architecture. He lives and works in Athens. Represent-

ly metaphysical character. The artist invites the viewer to reflect upon the contemporary lack of context (both literal and figurative)

ed by Nitra Gallery

as well as natural attrition and ecological thinking in the midst of the current technocratic ideology as well as on the ‘failures’ and

www.theodoroszafeiropoulos.com

weaknesses of sociability.

Artist:		

Ziamou Lilia

DESCRIPTION

Title:		
Staged #4 (2018)
		Digital painting. Unique archival pigment print. 24 x 36 inches (61 x 91 cm)

We all have multiple contextual identities that we desire to control when representing the self online. Our online
identities are constantly deconstructed, reconstructed, and broken into fragments -- often with the intent of attracting and pleasing others. In the virtual world, the physical body in its totality is often absent. Body fragments are
silenced, repressed or radically altered. “Staged” is a series of digital paintings that I created by digitally combining
fragments of my sculptural works. In this series, I explore how digital technologies make it possible to represent the
body by concealing or revealing body fragments, breaking free from a single representation of identity and reality.
What does it mean to be human in the online world where technology blurs our perceptions of “reality”? How does
our need for acceptance affect the identities we construct? What body fragments do we choose to silence? How
do we feel about the multiple contextual identities we construct? How do we feel when we see others’ constructed identities? These questions are central to my creative process. My works invite the viewer to rethink their digital
identities and their meaning.
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Lilia Ziamou (Greek and American) is a visual artist based in New York City. Her subject is the female body. In her work, she combines clas-
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sical techniques and digital practices to manipulate fragments and create new entities that liberate the body from conventional forms and
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meanings. Her art practice originally grew out of her academic research on innovation, technology, and design. In her research work, she
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investigated the role of cognitive structures on how we process information and respond to novel visual stimuli that defy existing categories.
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In the same vein, her body of work points to the mind’s tendency to perceive the female body based on existing classification systems and
preconceptions. Ziamou’s primary medium is sculpture. Her works evoke fragmented bodies. Her source fragments come from art history
and her own body, from anatomical models, mannequins, and her earlier sculptures. To create her works, she combines digital modeling and
digital fabrication with classical techniques such as carving traditional stone like marble and alabaster by hand, modeling in clay, casting in
cement, draping and pattern-making. She also creates digital paintings, digital drawings and photographs by digitally combining fragments of
her sculptural works. Her works invite the viewer to rethink the relationship between technology and the body. Lilia Ziamou had one-person
exhibitions at Kimmel Galleries | Windows, NYU (New York, NY, 2019), the Consulate General of Greece in New York (New York, NY, 2017 and

tion, and 3D Systems. She holds a BS in economics from Aristotle University (Greece), a Ph.D. in business from the University of Rhode Island,
and a Master’s from ITP/Tisch School of the Arts/New York University. She is a professor at The City University of New York (CUNY). www.
liliaziamou.com
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